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Abstract

We construct an Euler system—a compatible family of global cohomology classes—for the Galois
representations appearing in the geometry of Hilbert modular surfaces. If a conjecture of Bloch and
Kato on injectivity of regulator maps holds, this Euler system is nontrivial, and we deduce bounds
towards the Iwasawa main conjecture for these Galois representations.

2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 11F41, 11F67, 11F80, 11R23

1. Introduction

One of the central problems of number theory is the study of cohomology groups
of global Galois representations, and the relation between these cohomology
groups and the values of L-functions. A crucial tool in this study is the theory
of Euler systems: collections of Galois cohomology classes for a given Galois
representation over abelian extensions of the base field, satisfying compatibility
conditions as the field changes. These have powerful applications to studying
Selmer groups, and thus they are inevitably difficult to construct.

In the present paper, we construct Euler systems for a new class of Galois
representations: the Asai, or twisted tensor product, Galois representations
attached to Hilbert modular eigenforms over real quadratic fields. These are the
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Galois representations which appear in the middle-degree cohomology of Hilbert
modular surfaces. More precisely, we shall prove the following:

THEOREM A. Let F be a Hilbert modular eigenform over the real quadratic field
F, of level N and weights (k + 2, k ′ + 2), with k, k ′ > 0 and k = k ′ mod 2; and
let L be a finite extension of Q containing the Hecke eigenvalues of F . Let v be
a place of L above the rational prime p 6= 2, and let MLv (F) be the Asai Galois
representation of F at v (see Definition 4.4.2 below). Let a be a generator of
OF/Z, and j an integer with 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′).

Then there exists a collection of cohomology classes, the Asai–Flach classes,

AF[F , j]
ét,m,a ∈ H 1

(
Z
[
µm,

1
mp∆NmF/Q(N)

]
,MLv (F)∗(− j)

)
,

for integers m > 1, which satisfy Euler-system-type norm relations as m varies.

Note that we do not need to impose any assumptions on the character of
F , because our constructions do not require any self-duality properties of the
Galois representations involved. See Definition 4.4.6 below for the definition of
these classes, and Corollary 4.4.7 for the norm relation. This construction can
be regarded as an analogue of previous work of the present authors and Guido
Kings [20, 21, 24] in the setting of Rankin–Selberg convolutions of two elliptic
modular forms.

REMARK. In [26], Liu uses Hirzebruch–Zagier cycles to construct a collection of
global cohomology classes for the self-dual twist of MLv (F)∗ ⊗ MLv (g)

∗, where
F is a Hilbert modular form of parallel weight 2 and g is an elliptic modular
form of weight 2. These cohomology classes stand in the same relation to the
Euler system constructed in this paper as the cohomology classes arising from
‘diagonal cycles’ (constructed in [9]) do to the Euler system of Beilinson–Flach
elements [20, 21, 24].

Using Kings’ theory of Λ-adic sheaves, we can construct a ‘p-adic
interpolation’ of the above classes for varying j and m, assuming that F is
ordinary at p in the sense of Definition 9.1.1:

THEOREM B. Suppose F is ordinary at p. Let Γ = Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q), ΛΓ its
Iwasawa algebra, and j : Γ →Λ×Γ the canonical character. Let m > 1 be coprime
to p, and c > 1 be coprime to 6pm NmF/Q(N).
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Then there exists an Iwasawa cohomology class

cAFF
m,a ∈ H 1

(
Z
[
µm,

1
mp∆NmF/Q(N)

]
,MLv (F)∗ ⊗ΛΓ (−j)

)
which interpolates the étale Asai–Flach classes AF[F , j]

ét,mpr ,a , for all 0 6 j 6 min(k,
k ′) and r > 0.

Moreover, the restriction of MLv (F)∗ to Gal(Qp/Qp) has a canonical one-
dimensional unramified quotient, and the projection of locp(cAFF

m,a) to the
cohomology of this quotient is zero.

Our main application of this Euler system is (in some sense) a version of the
Iwasawa main conjecture for the motive MLv (F) over the cyclotomic tower. For
this theorem, we assume that p is split in F , and we fix a prime p | p. Using
Perrin–Riou’s big logarithm map (see Section 9.3), we construct a ‘motivic p-adic
L-function’ c L imp

p,Asai(F) ∈ Lv⊗Zp ΛΓ interpolating the Bloch–Kato logarithms of
the Asai–Flach classes; and we define a dual Selmer group X (Q(µp∞),F), which
is a ΛΓ -module of finite type. Then we prove the following theorem:

THEOREM C. Assume that F and v satisfy the list of hypotheses given in
Section 9.5 below. Then the characteristic ideal of the dual Selmer group
X (Q(µp∞),F) divides the p-adic L-function c L imp

p,Asai(F) in Lv ⊗Qp ΛΓ . (We
adopt the convention that the ‘characteristic ideal’ of a nontorsion ΛΓ -module
is the zero ideal.)

Sadly, this theorem is rather less powerful than it seems, since we have at
present no analogue of the explicit reciprocity laws available in the Rankin–
Selberg setting (see [4], [21, Theorem B]); thus we cannot rule out the possibility
that c L imp

p,Asai(F) is identically zero, in which case the above theorem is vacuous.
We can show that our Euler system is nonzero in many cases if one assumes a

standard conjecture in arithmetic geometry:

THEOREM D. Suppose that F is new of level N, k, k ′ > 1 and |k − k ′| > 3,
and F has trivial narrow class group. Let r = k + k ′ and assume that [5,
Conjecture 5.3(i)] holds for some smooth compactification Ar ↪→ Ãr of the r-fold
fibre product of the universal abelian variety over the Hilbert modular surface of
level N. Then the class AF[F , j]

ét,1,a is nonzero, for any 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′).

See Proposition 5.5.2 below for details. A second piece of evidence for the
nontriviality of our construction is a formula expressing the localizations of our
étale classes at p in terms of overconvergent p-adic modular forms. This is joint
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work of the second and third authors with Chris Skinner, and is explained in a
separate paper [28].

2. Setup and notations

2.1. Fields and groups. Let F be a totally real field, with ring of integers OF ,
different d and discriminant∆= NF/Q(d). Later in the paper we shall specialize to
the case where F is the real quadratic field Q(

√
d), for d > 1 a square-free integer,

but our initial discussion (up to the end of Section 2.6) is valid for general F .
We write Cl+(F) for the narrow class group of F (the group of nonzero

fractional ideals of OF , modulo principal fractional ideals with a totally positive
generator). We refer to ideals whose class in Cl+(F) is trivial as narrowly
principal.

DEFINITION 2.1.1 (See [12, Section 1]). We define the algebraic groups

D = ResF
Q Gm, G = ResF

Q GL2, G∗ = G ×D Gm .

There is a natural embedding ι : GL2 ↪→ G∗, which will be of great importance
in the present paper. The embedding  : G∗ ↪→ G will also be needed, particularly
in Section 4.

If H is any of the three groups {GL2,G∗,G}, then we let H(R)+ be the identity
component of H(R), which is the subgroup of elements whose determinant is
(totally) positive. We write H(Q)+ = H(Q) ∩ H(R)+.

We define HF to be the elements of F ⊗ C of totally positive imaginary part,
with its natural action of G(R)+.

2.2. Arithmetic quotients. Let A be the adèle ring of Q, and A f be the
subring of finite adeles.

DEFINITION 2.2.1. Let H be one of the three groups G, G∗, or GL2. We say an
open compact subgroup U ⊂ H(A f ) is sufficiently small if, for any h ∈ H(A f ),
the quotient group

H(Q)+ ∩ hUh−1

U ∩ {(u 0
0 u) : u ∈ O×+F }

acts without fixed points on HF (or HQ if H = GL2).

(The denominator is, of course, trivial if H = GL2 or H = G∗.)
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DEFINITION 2.2.2. For U ⊆ G(A f ) an open compact subgroup (respectively
U ∗ ⊂ G∗(A f ), UQ ⊂ GL2(A f )) we write

Y (U ) := G(Q)+\[G(A f )×HF ]/U,
Y ∗(U ∗) := G∗(Q)+\[G∗(A f )×HF ]/U ∗,
YQ(UQ) := GL2(Q)+\[GL2(A f )×H]/UQ,

If U is sufficiently small (in the sense of Definition 2.2.1), then the quotient
Y (U ) is naturally the set of complex points of a smooth variety defined over Q.
The same holds for the varieties Y ∗(U ∗), YQ(UQ).

For g ∈ G(A f ) we have a map

g : Y (U )→ Y (gUg−1), g · [(h, τ )] = [(hg−1, τ )],

which gives a left action of G(A f ) on the inverse system of varieties Y := {Y (U ) :
U ⊂ G(A f ) open compact} for varying U , compatible with the usual left action
of G(Q)+ ⊂ G(A f ) on HF . The same applies verbatim for GL2 /Q, and for G∗.

REMARK 2.2.3. We shall mostly work with G∗ rather than G, because the
Shimura varieties Y ∗(U ∗) for G∗ are of PEL type: they are moduli spaces for
abelian varieties with OF -action, as we shall recall in Section 2.5 below.

The chief disadvantage of G∗ is that automorphic representations of G∗ do not
satisfy the multiplicity one property, whereas those for G do. In order to work
around this, we shall enlarge the group of transformations acting on the varieties
Y ∗(U ∗) using a construction due to Shimura, which we shall now recall.

DEFINITION 2.2.4 (See [37, page 643]). We let G denote the subgroup
G(Q)+G∗(A f ) ⊆ G(A f ).

Then there are bijections Y ∗(U ∗) = G(Q)+
∖
[G ×HF ]

/
U ∗ for each U ∗, and

we therefore obtain maps of Q-varieties Y ∗(U ∗)→ Y ∗(gU ∗g−1) for any g ∈ G,
which assemble into a left action of G on the pro-variety Y ∗.

PROPOSITION 2.2.5 [39, Proposition 2.4]. If U ∗ = U∩G∗, then there is a natural
map  : Y ∗(U ∗)→ Y (U ), and its fibres are the orbits for an action of the finite
group

G ∩U
U ∗ · (Z(G) ∩U )

∼=
O×+F ∩ (Ẑ× · det(U ))
{ε2 : ε ∈ O×F , (ε 0

0 ε) ∈ U }

on Y ∗(U ∗). The subgroup stabilizing each component of Y ∗(U ∗) is
O×+F ∩ det(U ).
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2.3. Congruence subgroups. Let us now define the specific level groups U
that we shall use.

DEFINITION 2.3.1. Let M,N, a be nonzero ideals of OF . We define open
compact subgroups of G(A f ) by

U (M,N) :=

{
γ ∈ GL2(ÔF) : γ = 1 mod

(
M M
N N

)}
,

U (M(a),N) :=

{
γ : γ = 1 mod

(
M aM
N N

)}
,

U (M,N(a)) :=

{
γ : γ = 1 mod

(
M M
aN N

)}
We write U ∗(M,N) for U (M,N) ∩ G∗ (and similarly U ∗(M,N(a)), and so
forth.) We shall often abbreviate U (1,N) as U1(N).

Similarly, for M, N , A nonzero integers, we write UQ(M, N ), UQ(M, N (A)),
UQ(M(A), N ) for the analogous subgroups of GL2(A f ).

NOTATION 2.3.2. We adopt the general notation scheme that if U (−) is some
subgroup of G, then Y (−) denotes Y (U (−)), and similarly if U ∗(−) is a subgroup
of G∗. Thus Y1(N), Y ∗1 (N), Y1,Q(N ) are shorthand notations for Y (U1(N)),
Y ∗(U ∗1 (N)), YQ(U1,Q(N )) respectively.

REMARK 2.3.3. Note that if N does not divide 2, 3, or∆, then U1(N) and U ∗1 (N)
are sufficiently small [13, Lemma 2.1].

2.4. Hecke algebras. Let M and N be nonzero ideals of OF , with M | N. We
shall now define various elements of the abstract Hecke algebra Z[U ∗\G/U ∗],
where U ∗ = U ∗(M,N) and G is as in Definition 2.2.4.

REMARK 2.4.1. The reason for working with G, rather than the smaller group
G∗(A f ), is that G∗(A f ) only gives rise to a Hecke operator T (n) when n is in Z.
Working with G allows us to consider Hecke operators T (x) for general x ∈ OF,+

(while still working with a Shimura variety of PEL type).

2.4a. Diamond operators. For x ∈ (OF/N)
×, we define 〈x〉 to be the double

coset of
(

x−1 0
0 x

)
∈ SL2(ÔF), for any lift of x to Ô×F .

2.4b. Frobenius maps. For x ∈ (Z/Z ∩M)×, we define σx as the double coset
of (x

1) ∈ G∗(Ẑ).
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2.4c. Scalar multiplications R(x). For x ∈ F×, we write R(x) for the double
coset of the scalar matrix

(
x−1 0

0 x−1

)
.

2.4d. The operator S(x). For any x ∈ F× which is a unit at the primes above
N, we write S(x) for 〈x〉R(x).

2.4e. The operator T (x). For x ∈ OF which is totally positive and square-free,
we define T (x) as the double coset of

(
x−1 0

0 1

)
. (That is, x is not divisible by the

square of any nontrivial ideal (principal or otherwise).)
More generally, we may define T (x) for any totally positive x ∈ OF , not

necessarily square-free, using the formal sum of all double cosets contained in
the set 

(
a b
c d

)
∈ M2×2(ÔF) : ad − bc ∈ x−1

· (1+ MẐ),(
a b
c d

)
=

(
x−1 0
0 1

)
mod

(
M M
N N

)
 ,

where M is the positive integer generating the ideal M ∩ Z. This set is clearly
contained in G, and it is left and right invariant under U ∗(M,N).

The operators defined above, for all valid choices of x , define a commutative
subalgebra of Z[U ∗\G/U ∗]. In this algebra we have the following familiar
identities:

T (xy) = T (x)T (y) if x and y are coprime, (2.1a)

T (x)2 = S(x) if x ∈ O×F , (2.1b)

T (x)2 = T (x2)+ NmF/Q(x) · S(x) if xOF is prime. (2.1c)

If x divides N, we denote the double coset T (x) defined above by the more
familiar alternative notation U (x).

2.4f. Hecke operators for G. We shall also need to work with some Hecke
operators for the group G; these will not make an appearance until Section 4.
We denote these by calligraphic letters to reduce the risk of confusion with their
analogues for G∗. It will suffice to consider levels of the form U1(N).

• For m G OF , we denote by T (m) the double coset of (x−1 0
0 1) where x is any

element of ÔF generating the ideal mÔF . As before, when m | N we use the
alternative notation U(m) for this element.

• For m an ideal coprime to N, we let S(m) be the double coset of (x−1 0
0 x−1), where

x is any generator of mÔF congruent to 1 modulo N.
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Note that if m = (λ) is a narrowly principal ideal, and we write the element
T (λ) ∈ Z[U ∗1 (N)\G/U ∗1 (N)] as a sum of single cosets

∑
i U ∗1 (N)gi , then we

also have T (m) =
∑

i U1(N)gi . Similarly, if λ is coprime to N then we can find
a (single) element of G representing both of the double cosets S(m) and S(λ).

2.5. Abelian varieties. We now introduce certain abelian varieties over the
Shimura varieties Y ∗(U ∗) defined above. (These are the universal objects for
appropriate PEL-type moduli problems, but we will not use this directly in the
present paper.)

DEFINITION 2.5.1. (i) Let P be the subgroup of ResF/Q GL3 consisting of
matrices of the form 1 r s

0 a b
0 c d

 ,
and let P∗ be the subgroup with (a b

c d) ∈ G∗. We let N ∼= ResF/Q A2 be the
unipotent radical of P and P∗.

(ii) Let CF = F ⊗Q C. Then we define a left action of P(R)+ on the space
JF = HF × CF via1 r s

0 a b
0 c d

 · (τ, z) =
(

aτ + b
cτ + d

,
z + rτ + s

cτ + d

)
.

(This corresponds to identifying (τ, z) ∈ JF with [z : τ : 1] ∈ P2(CF) and
acting on this by left-multiplication.)

(iii) For V ∗ ⊆ P∗(A f ) open compact, we write

A(V ∗) = P∗(Q)+
∖
(P∗(A f )× JF)

/
V ∗ ,

which is an example of a mixed Shimura variety.

PROPOSITION 2.5.2 (See [30, Example VI.1.10]). If the image of V ∗ in G∗(A f )

is sufficiently small, the quotient A(V ∗) is the complex points of a quasiprojective
algebraic variety over Q; and the natural map J → H makes A(V ∗) into an
abelian variety of dimension [F : Q] over Y ∗(U ∗), where U ∗ is the image of V ∗

in G∗, with endomorphisms by an order in OF .
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REMARK 2.5.3. If we define P to be the subgroup of P(A f ) with (a b
c d) ∈ G,

where G is as in Definition 2.2.4, then P∗(A f ) ⊂ P and we have

A(V ∗) = P(Q)+\(P × JF)/V ∗,

so that the left action of P∗(A f ) on the system of varieties A(V ∗) for varying V ∗

naturally extends to an action of P .

We are particularly interested in subgroups of the form

V ∗ = Ô2
F o U ∗,

where U ∗ ⊂ G∗(Ẑ). The corresponding abelian varieties have endomorphisms
by OF . We shall abuse notation slightly by writing A(U ∗) for A(Ô2

F o U ∗); this
notation will only be used when U ∗ ⊂ G∗(Ẑ), so that this object is well-defined.

DEFINITION 2.5.4. Let g ∈ G be such that g−1 has entries in ÔF , and let U ∗ ⊂
G∗(A f ) be a sufficiently small open compact subgroup such that U ∗ and gU ∗g−1

are both contained in G(Ẑ).
We define an OF -linear isogeny

Φg : A(U ∗)→ g∗A(gU ∗g−1)

of abelian varieties over Y ∗(U ∗) as the composite map

A(Ô2
F o U ∗)

g̃- A((Ô2
F · g

−1)o gU ∗g−1) - A(Ô2
F o gU ∗g−1),

where the first map is the left action of the element g̃ = (1 0
0 g) ∈ P , and the second

map is the natural quotient map given by the inclusion Ô2
F · g

−1
⊂ Ô2

F .

If g = (x 0
0 x)
−1, for x ∈ OF , then Φg is simply the endomorphism action of x on

A(U ∗). We can use this to extend the definition of Φg to all g ∈ G as an element
of Hom(A(U ∗), g∗A(gU ∗g−1))⊗Q.

REMARK 2.5.5. One easily verifies that the isogenies Φg satisfy the obvious co-
cycle condition Φg1g2 = g∗2(Φg1) ◦Φg2 wherever both sides are defined. Thus the
collection of abelian varieties A(U ∗), for varying U ∗ ⊆ G∗(Ẑ), defines an abelian
variety A over the pro-variety Y ∗ which is ‘G-equivariant up to isogeny’ (that is it
is a G-equivariant object in the isogeny category of abelian varieties over Y ∗).

2.6. Hecke correspondences. The Hecke operators defined in Section 2.4
can naturally be regarded as algebraic correspondences on Y ∗(M,N), and
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A. Lei, D. Loeffler and S. L. Zerbes 10

hence as endomorphisms of the cohomology of this variety (for any reasonable
cohomology theory). Using the isogenies Φg of the previous section, we can
extend this to define actions (both contravariant and covariant) of Hecke operators
on the cohomology of the abelian varieties A(M,N) over Y ∗(M,N).

We have, in fact, two possible actions of Hecke operators on cohomology,
via contravariant (pullback) and covariant (pushforward) functoriality. We shall
distinguish between the two by using a prime symbol when the covariant action is
intended, so that T (x) and T ′(x) denote the contravariant and covariant actions of
the same abstract double coset. Since pushforward by an automorphism coincides
with pullback by its inverse, we have 〈x〉′ = 〈x−1

〉 and σ ′x = σ
−1
x .

(In the norm relations for our Euler system, the covariant Hecke operators T ′(x)
and U ′(x) will play the main role; philosophically, this reflects the fact that Euler
systems are in some sense homological rather than cohomological objects). (This
is analogous to the distinction between Picard and Albanese functoriality in the
construction of the Euler system of Heegner points. (We are grateful to one of the
anonymous referees for this observation).)

REMARK 2.6.1. If x ∈ OF is totally positive and square-free, the action of T (x)
on the cohomology of A(M,N) is given by the composition of the following four
maps:

• pullback along the natural degeneracy map A(M,N(x))→ A(M,N);

• pullback via the isomorphism Y (M(x),N) → Y (M,N(x)) given by the
matrix g = (x−1 0

0 1), which corresponds to τ 7→ τ/x on HF ;

• pullback along the isogeny

Φg : A(M(x),N)→ g∗A(M,N(x))

of abelian varieties over Y (M(x),N), which corresponds to the map

(τ, z mod OF · τ +OF)→

(
τ, z mod OF

τ

x
+OF

)
on J ;

• pushforward via the natural degeneracy map A(M(x),N)→ A(M,N).

The action of T ′(x) is exactly the dual of this (that is interchanging pullbacks
and pushforwards). This is the natural analogue for G∗ of Kato’s description
of the Hecke operators T (`) for modular curves in [17, Sections 2.8 and 4.8].
As remarked in [17, Section 4.9.4], the correspondences T (x) and T ′(x) thus
defined preserve the geometric connected components of Y ∗(M,N). They do not
commute with the action of SL2(OF/N) in the case M = N.
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Euler systems for Hilbert modular surfaces 11

2.7. The Asai Euler factor. We now impose the assumption that [F : Q] = 2.
For a (rational) prime ` - ∆ · NmF/Q(N), we define the following polynomial
with coefficients in the Hecke algebra of level U ∗(M,N) (where we continue to
assume, as before, that M | N):

DEFINITION 2.7.1. The Asai Euler factor is the polynomial P`(X) defined as
follows:

• If ` is inert, we set

P`(X) = (1− T (`)X + `2S(`)X 2)(1− `2S(`)X 2).

• If ` is split, we set

P`(X)= 1−T (`)X+(T (`)2−T (`2)−`2S(`))X 2
−`2S(`)T (`)X 3

+`4S(`)2 X 4.

We shall see in Proposition 4.3.4 that the action of P`(X) on a Hilbert modular
eigenform will give the local factor at ` of the Asai L-function (justifying the
term ‘Asai Euler factor’).

REMARK 2.7.2. If ` is split and the primes above ` are narrowly principal, so we
can write ` = λλ̄ where λ ∈ O+F , then the X 2 coefficient in P`(X) can also be
written

`〈λ〉R(λ)T (λ̄)2 + `〈λ̄〉R(λ̄)T (λ)2 − 2`2
〈`〉R(`).

This latter formula will be used in the proofs of the norm relations, where we
will always be assuming that the primes above ` are narrowly principal. However,
the version using T (`2) is more general, and in particular it shows that the Hecke
operators appearing in P` always lie in G∗(A f ), rather than the slightly larger
group G.

3. Asai–Flach classes

We now define a collection of motivic cohomology classes for Hilbert modular
surfaces. We make no claim to originality here: this construction is fundamentally
the same as that of [18], although we express it in a slightly different language
and setup in order to reinforce the similarities to the construction of [20].

3.1. Formalism of relative motives. We begin by recalling the formalism of
‘relative motives’ attached to families of varieties over a base; for more detail
see [11].

3.1a. Relative Chow motives. Let k be a field of characteristic 0, and S a smooth,
connected, quasiprojective k-variety. Then there exists a Q-linear, pseudo-abelian
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tensor category CHM(S)Q of relative Chow motives over S, equipped with a
contravariant functor

M : SmPr(S)→ CHM(S)Q.

Here SmPr(S) denotes the category of smooth projective S-schemes. Similarly,
for any coefficient field L of characteristic 0 there is a category CHM(S)L , which
coincides with the pseudo-abelian envelope of L ⊗Q CHM(S)Q.

REMARK 3.1.1. Concretely, an object of CHM(S)L is given by a triple
(X, α, n), where X is a smooth projective S-variety, α ∈ CHdim(X/S)(X ×S X) is
an idempotent, and n ∈ Z. The Tate object is (S, id, 1).

3.1b. Realizations. It is well known that Weil cohomology theories, such as de
Rham, Betti, or étale cohomology, give functors on the category CHM(Spec k)L

(where L is the appropriate coefficient field for the Weil cohomology). These
naturally take values in graded L-vector spaces, equipped with various extra
structures depending on the choice of cohomology theory.

These have analogues in the relative setting, taking values in categories of
sheaves on S with extra structure:

• if L is a p-adic field, the p-adic étale realization from CHM(S)L to lisse étale
L-sheaves on S;

• if k = R or C and L is a subfield of C, then the Hodge realization from
CHM(S)L to the category of variations of pure L-Hodge structures on S.

(There are also realizations in de Rham cohomology, Betti cohomology, and
so forth, but we shall not use these here.) If F ∈ Obj(CHM(S)L), we write Fét,
FH, and so on, for its realizations in the appropriate cohomology theories. These
are naturally graded objects: we have Fét =

⊕
j Gr j Fét, where Gr j M(X)ét =

H j
ét(X/S) is the j th relative étale cohomology sheaf of X/S, and similarly for the

other realization functors.

REMARK 3.1.2. Note that the grading need not be concentrated in degrees > 0:
indeed, the realizations of the Tate motive over S are concentrated in degree −2.

THEOREM 3.1.3 (Deninger–Murre, [11]). If A/S is an abelian variety, there is a
canonical decomposition in the category CHM(S)Q,

M(A) =
2 dim A⊕

i=0

M i(A),

such that, if ♠ denotes any of the above realizations, Gr j M i(A)♠ is zero if i 6= j .
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3.1c. Motivic cohomology and regulators. Since a smooth projective S-variety
is in particular a smooth quasiprojective k-variety, one can define motivic
cohomology groups with L-coefficients, H i

mot(X, L( j)), for X ∈ SmPr(S) as
in [3].

We adopt the following convention: if F ∈ Obj CHM(S)L is given by a triple
(X, α, n) as above, and the realizations of F are nonzero in only one degree r ,
then we write

H i
mot(S,F( j)) := α∗H (i+r+2n)

mot (X, L( j + n)).

With this convention, we obtain regulator maps

rT : H i
mot(S,F( j))→ H i

T (S,FT ( j))

for each of the above cohomology theories.

REMARK 3.1.4. The shift in indexing occurs because the T -realization of F
should be considered as a complex of sheaves concentrated in degree r , but we
are forgetting the grading, that is treating it as if it were concentrated in degree 0.

3.1d. Functoriality in S. Let S, T be two smooth connected quasiprojective k-
varieties, so that the categories CHM(S)L and CHM(T )L are defined. If ι : S→ T
is a morphism, then there is a pullback functor

ι∗ : CHM(T )L → CHM(S)L

which maps the motive of a T -variety X to the motive of ι∗(X) = S ×ι,T X . This
is clearly compatible with the pullback functors for the various realizations.

If we assume ι to be a closed immersion of codimension d , there is a Gysin
map

ι∗ : H i
mot(S, ι

∗F(n))→ H i+2d
mot (T,F(n + d))

for any F ∈ Obj(CHM(S)L), compatible with the pushforward maps for the
realizations described above. If F = M(X) for a variety X/T , this is just the
pushforward map

H i
mot(ι

∗(X), L(n))→ H i+2d
mot (X, L(n + d))

corresponding to the inclusion ι∗(X) ↪→ X (see [29, Theorem 15.15]).

3.2. Relative motives over Shimura varieties. We will be interested in the
cohomology of certain relative motives (and their realizations) arising from the
universal abelian varieties over modular curves and Hilbert modular surfaces.
(This is an instance of a much more general construction, applying to arbitrary
PEL Shimura varieties, due to Ancona [1, Section 8].)
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3.2a. Modular curves. Let U be an open compact subgroup of GL2(A f ), and
suppose that U is sufficiently small. Then we have a modular curve YQ(U ), which
is a smooth affine Q-variety; and if V = Ẑ2 o U ⊂ PQ(A f ), then we obtain an
elliptic curve E = AQ(V ) over YQ(U ).

DEFINITION 3.2.1. We write HL(E) for the motive M1(E)(1), where M1(E) is
as given by Theorem 3.1.3; and TSymk HL(E) for its kth symmetric tensor power.

Here the symmetric tensor power is defined as the invariants for the action of
the symmetric group on HL(E)⊗k , whereas the more familiar symmetric power
Symk HL(E) is the coinvariants. These two are in fact isomorphic, since L is a
field of characteristic 0 and thus k! is invertible in L . However, the definition of
the Clebsch–Gordan map in Section 3.3 below is simpler to describe using the
TSym modules; and we shall also later need to consider analogous coefficient
sheaves in étale cohomology over Zp, where the distinction between Symk and
TSymk is significant if k > p. See [21, Section 2.2] for further discussion.

REMARK 3.2.2. This construction is consistent with the ad hoc definition of the
groups H i

mot(YQ(U ),TSymk HQ(E)( j)) given in [20, Definition 3.2.2]. (The case
L 6= Q was not considered loc. cit.) For general L we have

H i
mot(YQ(U ),TSymk HL(E)( j)) = L ⊗Q H i

mot(YQ(U ),TSymk HQ(E)( j)).

3.2b. Shimura varieties for G∗. We now suppose U ∗ is an open compact
subgroup in G∗(A f ), where G∗ is the group defined in Section 2.1 above, and
we set V ∗ = Ô2

F oU ∗. Again, we suppose U ∗ to be sufficiently small, so that the
mixed Shimura variety A = A(V ∗) is an abelian surface over Y ∗(U ∗).

We define an object of CHM(Y ∗(U ∗))L by

HL(A) = M3(A)(2) = M1(A)∨.

Since OF acts on A by endomorphisms, for each x ∈ OF we have an
endomorphism [x]∗ of HL(A), and if x ∈ Z then [x]∗ is simply multiplication
by x .

By enlarging L if necessary, we now suppose that there exist nonzero
embeddings F ↪→ L , and we let θ1, θ2 be the two such embeddings. Then the
relative motive HL(A) decomposes as HL(A)(1) ⊕HL(A)(2) where HL(A)(i)
denotes the direct summand where we have

[x]∗ = θi(x)

for x ∈ OF .
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REMARK 3.2.3. We may take HL(A)(1) and HL(A)(2) to be the images of the
orthogonal idempotents

θ1(
√

D)+ [
√

D]∗
2θ1(
√

D)
and

θ1(
√

D)− [
√

D]∗
2θ1(
√

D)
.

DEFINITION 3.2.4. Let k, k ′ > 0. The relative Chow motive TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A)

over Y ∗(U ∗) is defined by

TSymk(HL(A)(1))⊗ TSymk′(HL(A)(2)).

REMARK 3.2.5. Thus TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A) can be realized as a direct summand of

the motive
M3r (Ar )(2r) = (Mr (Ar ))∨,

where r = k + k ′. Hence, for any i, n ∈ Z, the motivic cohomology group
H i

mot(Y
∗(U ∗),TSym[k,k

′
]HL(A)(n)) is a direct summand of H i+3r

mot (Ar , L(n +
2r)). We can also realize it as a direct summand of H i+r

mot (Ar , L(n + r)), since
the canonical polarization gives an isomorphism M3(A) ∼= M1(A)(−1). One can
check that if k = k ′, then TSym[k,k

′
]HL(A) can be defined without assuming that

F ⊆ L .

Since we have defined the Hecke correspondences T (`), T ′(`), R(`), and so
on, as correspondences on A, the groups H i

mot(Y
∗(U ∗),TSym[k,k

′
]HL(A)(n)) for

i, n ∈ Z acquire actions of these operators. Note that R′(x) acts, by construction,
as multiplication by θ1(x)kθ2(x)k

′

∈ L×.

3.2c. Shimura varieties for G. We now consider the case of a sufficiently small
open compact subgroup U ⊂ G(A f ). This case is not covered by [1], since the
Shimura datum for G is not of PEL type; we are grateful to Giuseppe Ancona for
explaining to us how to extend his construction to this case. We take k, k ′ > 0
such that k = k ′ mod 2, and we choose integers t, t ′ such that k + 2t = k ′ + 2t ′.
We write µ for the quadruple (k, k ′, t, t ′).

DEFINITION 3.2.6. Let U ∗ = U ∩ G∗. We let H̃ [µ]

L be the relative Chow motive
over Y ∗(U ∗) defined by

[TSymk(HL(A)(1))⊗ det(HL(A)(1))t ]⊗ [TSymk′(HL(A)(2))⊗ det(HL(A)(2))t
′

].

REMARK 3.2.7. In fact both det(HL(A)(1)) and det(HL(A)(2)) are isomorphic
in CHM(Y ∗(U ∗))L to the Tate motive L(1), since there is a canonical OF -linear
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isogeny from A to its dual (the dual can be identified with A⊗OF d
−1). However,

this isomorphism is not G-equivariant, so it does not respect the Hecke action on
the cohomology of H [µ].

Let Y (U )1 denote the image of Y ∗(U ∗) in Y (U ) (which is the union of a subset
of the components of Y (U )), and let H be the finite abelian group (U ∩ G)/U ∗ ·
(U ∩ Z(G)) of Proposition 2.2.5, so that

Y (U )1 = Y ∗(U ∗)/H.

Let q : Y ∗(U ∗)→ Y (U )1 be the quotient map.

PROPOSITION 3.2.8. There is a natural action of H on q∗H̃
[µ]

L , acting via
automorphisms in the category CHM(Y (U )1)L .

Proof. We have defined an action of G ∩M2×2(ÔF) on A by isogenies,
compatible with its action on Y ∗(U ∗), and the elements of G ∩ U act as
automorphisms; so it suffices to check that the subgroup U ∩ Z(G) acts trivially
on the direct factor H̃ [µ]

L of A× · · · ×A.
By construction, pushforward by a scalar matrix x ∈ F× acts on H̃ [µ]

L as
multiplication by θ1(x)k+2tθ2(x)k

′
+2t ′
= NmF/Q(x)w, where w is the common

value k + 2t = k ′ + 2t ′. Since U ∩ Z(G) = Ẑ× ·O×+F , with the Ẑ× factor acting
trivially, and units in O×+F all have norm 1, the action of U ∩ Z(G) is trivial as
required.

DEFINITION 3.2.9. We let H [µ]

L be the relative Chow motive over Y (U )1 defined
as the direct summand of q∗H̃

[µ]

L cut out by the projector (1/|H |)
∑

h∈H h.

(This makes sense, since for any base S, the category of relative Chow motives
over S is by definition a Karoubian category—a semiabelian category in which
any idempotent endomorphism has a kernel and image.)

We extend this to Y (U ) as follows: if g1, . . . , gn are a finite set of elements of
G(A f )whose determinants are coset representatives for A×F, f /(F

×+A×Q, f det(U )),
then Y (U ) is isomorphic to the disjoint union of the varieties Y (giUg−1

i )1, and
we may apply the above construction to each of these varieties individually. The
resulting relative Chow motive over Y (U ) is independent (up to a canonical
isomorphism) of the choice of the gi , and its motivic cohomology has natural
covariant and contravariant actions of the Hecke algebra Z[U\G(A f )/U ].
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3.3. The Clebsch–Gordan map. Now let U ∗ be an open compact in G∗(A f ),
and let UQ be its intersection with GL2(A f ), so there is a closed embedding

ι : YQ(UQ) ↪→ Y ∗(U ∗),

and the abelian variety ι∗(A) is canonically isomorphic to OF ⊗Z E (compatibly
with the OF -action). Hence both ι∗HL(A)(1) and ι∗HL(A)(2) can be identified
with HL(E).

As explained in [21, Section 5.1], we have the following maps:

TSymk+k′ HL(E) ↪→ TSymk HL(E)⊗ TSymk′ HL(E) = ι∗(TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A));

and

L(1) =
∧2

L
HL(E) ↪→HL(E)⊗HL(E) = ι∗(TSym[1,1]HL(A)).

Combining these two cases using multiplication in the symmetric tensor algebra
TSym•, we obtain the following:

PROPOSITION 3.3.1. For any integers k, k ′, j satisfying the inequality

0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′),

we have a canonical morphism of relative Chow motives over YQ(UQ),

CG [k,k
′, j]

mot : TSymk+k′−2 j HL(E)→ ι∗(TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A))(− j).

REMARK 3.3.2. Note that CG [k,k
′, j]

mot does not commute with maps induced by
isogenies of the universal abelian varieties E and A, since the identification∧2

L HL(E) ∼= L(1) is not preserved by isogenies. In particular, for n ∈ Z, the
Hecke operator R′(n) (acting as pushforward via the n-multiplication map on A
and E) acts as nk+k′−2 j on the source of the map CG [k,k

′, j]
mot and as nk+k′ on the

target.

3.4. Construction of Asai–Flach classes over Q.

DEFINITION 3.4.1. For k > 0 and N > 5, let

Eisk
mot,N ∈ H 1

mot(Y1,Q(N ),TSymk HQ(E)(1))

be the class defined in [20, Theorem 4.1.1]. Via base extension, we regard this as
an element of H 1

mot(Y1,Q(N ),TSymk HL(E)(1)) for any coefficient field L .
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(In op. cit. this class is denoted by Eisk
mot,b,N , as it depends on a choice of b ∈

Z/NZ− {0}; but we shall take b = 1 and drop it from the notation.)
Now let N G OF be a nonzero ideal such that U ∗1 (N) is sufficiently small

(see Remark 2.3.3 above). We can now define the key objects of this paper:

DEFINITION 3.4.2. For k, k ′, j integers satisfying the inequality 0 6 j 6
min(k, k ′), we define the motivic Asai–Flach class

AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,N ∈ H 3
mot(Y

∗

1 (N),TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A)(2− j))

as the image of Eisk+k′−2 j
mot,N under (ι∗ ◦ CG [k,k

′, j]
mot ), where N = N ∩ Z.

Similarly, we write AF[k,k
′, j]

ét,N for the image of AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,N in étale cohomology.

3.5. Classes over cyclotomic fields. Note that the Asai–Flach classes of the
previous section are defined on the Hilbert modular varieties Y ∗1 (N), which are
geometrically connected varieties over Q. We now define more general Asai–
Flach classes, which are cohomology classes on the base extensions of these
varieties to cyclotomic fields.

Let M ∈ Z>1, and N an ideal of OF as above. Via pullback along the natural
map Y ∗(M,MN)→ Y ∗1 (MN), we regard AF[k,k

′, j]
mot,MN as a class in the cohomology

of Y ∗(M,MN).
The variety Y ∗(M,MN) has an action of OF/MOF , since the corresponding

subgroup of G∗(A f ) is normalized by matrices of the form ua =
(

1 a
0 1

)
with a ∈OF .

Moreover, there is a map

sM : Y ∗(M,MN)→ Y ∗1 (N)× µ
◦

M ,

given by the right action of (M−1 0
0 1); here we identify Y ∗1 (N)×µ

◦

M with the Shimura
variety of level

{u ∈ U ∗1 (N) : det(u) = 1 mod M},

as in [21, Section 6.1].
Both the automorphisms ua , and the map sM , extend naturally to maps on the

universal abelian variety A, and thus on our motivic coefficient sheaves.

DEFINITION 3.5.1. We define

AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,M,N,a = (sM ◦ ua)∗(AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,MN)

∈ H 3
mot(Y

∗

1 (N)× µ
◦

M ,TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A)(2− j)),

and AF[k,k
′, j]

ét,M,N,a its étale analogue.
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REMARK 3.5.2. In fact we can replace Y ∗(M,MN)with Y ∗(M,N′) for any ideal
N′ divisible by M and N and having the same prime factors as MN; this will
follow from the norm-compatibility relations below.

THEOREM 3.5.3. The above elements enjoy the following properties.

(1) The class AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,M,N,a depends only on the image of a in OF/(MOF + Z).

(2) For b ∈ (Z/MZ)×, we have

σb · AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,M,N,a = AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,M,N,b−1a,

where σb denotes the image of b in Gal(Q(µM)/Q).

(3) (Level compatibility) If l is a prime and pr1,l denotes the natural projection
Y ∗1 (lN)→ Y ∗1 (N), then we have

(pr1,l)∗
(
AF[k,k

′, j]
mot,M,lN,a

)
=

{
AF[k,k

′, j]
mot,M,N,a if l | MN or l | MN,

(1− `k+k′−2 j
〈`−1
〉σ−2
` )AF[k,k

′, j]
mot,M,N,a otherwise,

where ` is the rational prime below l.

(4) (Euler system norm relation) If ` is prime satisfying one of the conditions
below, and a is a generator of OF/(`MOF + Z), we have

norm`M
M

(
AF[k,k

′, j]
mot,`M,N,a

)
= A · AF[k,k

′, j]
mot,M,N,a,

where A is the Hecke operator given as follows:

• if ` | N and ` | M, then A = U ′(`);

• if ` | N and ` - M, then A = (U ′(`)− ` jσ`);

• if (`,MN) = 1 and either ` is inert, or ` is split and the primes above `
are narrowly principal, then

A = ` jσ`((`− 1)(1− `k+k′−2 j
〈`−1
〉σ−2
` )− `P ′`(`

−1− jσ−1
` )),

where P ′`(X) is the operator-valued Asai Euler factor of Definition 2.7.1,
acting via the covariant Hecke action on cohomology.

The Hecke operators appearing in the theorem are those defined in Section 2.4
above.
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REMARK 3.5.4.

(i) Despite its conceptual importance—asserting the existence of an ‘Euler
system’ in motivic cohomology—we shall not actually use this theorem
directly. The reason for this is that the definition given above of the motivic
Asai–Flach classes, and even of the groups that they live, only makes sense
with coefficients in Q; while the applications of Euler systems to bounding
Selmer groups require uniformly bounded denominators with respect to
some appropriate lattice in the p-adic Asai Galois representation, and it is
manifestly unclear from the above construction how this condition can be
checked.
However, in the next section we shall obtain (as a by-product of our p-adic
interpolation calculations) a second, independent construction of the étale
versions of these classes, from which the integrality will be clear.

(ii) A conceptual interpretation of the ‘wrong’ Euler factor appearing above
can be given along the same lines as in the Rankin–Selberg case, see
[24, Section 8].

Sketch of proof. The proof of this theorem is virtually identical to the proof of the
Λ-adic version, which we shall prove in Section 7 below, so we leave it to the
reader to make the necessary modifications.

4. Eigenforms and Galois representations

Having constructed our Asai–Flach classes in the cohomology of the varieties
Y ∗1 (N), we are now interested in projecting to quotients of these cohomology
spaces corresponding to eigenforms. Since the multiplicity one property does not
hold for automorphic representations of G∗, but it does hold for those of G (see
[8, Section 3.2]), it is more convenient to work with the varieties Y1(N).

4.1. Hilbert modular forms for G.

NOTATION 4.1.1. (i) Let θ1, θ2 be the embeddings F ↪→ R. For a pair r = (r1,

r2) ∈ Z2, and z ∈ F, we write zr for θ1(z)r1θ2(z)r2 ; and we extend this to
z ∈ F ⊗ C in the obvious fashion.

(ii) For r = (r1, r2) ∈ Z2, f a function HF → C, and γ = (a b
c d) ∈ G(Q)+ =

GL2(F)+, we define f |r γ by

( f |r γ )(τ ) := NmF/Q(det γ )(cτ + d)−r f
(

aτ + b
cτ + d

)
.
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(iii) If r = (r1, r2) and t = (t1, t2) are pairs of integers, f is a function HF → C,
and γ = (a b

c d) ∈ G(Q)+, then we write

f |(r ,t) γ := det(γ )−t f |r γ.

We shall only consider the (r , t) action when the integers (r , t) satisfy r1 +

2t1 = r2 + 2t2; in particular, this implies that r1 = r2 mod 2. We let w be the
common value r1+ 2t1 = r2+ 2t2. Then scalar matrices (u 0

0 u) with u ∈ F× act via
NmF/Q(u)1−w, and in particular O×+F acts trivially.

DEFINITION 4.1.2. Let U ⊂ G(A f ) be open compact. A Hilbert modular form
of weight (r , t) and level U is a function F : G(A f )×HF → C such that:

(i) for every g ∈ G(A f ), the function F(g,−) is holomorphic on HF ;

(ii) we have F(gu, τ ) = F(g, τ ) for all u ∈ U , g ∈ G(A f ) and τ ∈ HF ;

(iii) we have F(γ g,−) = F(g,−) |(r ,t) γ −1 for all γ ∈ G(Q)+ and g ∈ G(A f ).

We let M(r ,t)(U,C) denote the space of such functions, and S(r ,t)(U,C) the
subspace of cusp forms.

The space S(r ,t)(U,C) is the subspace of U -invariants in a smooth right
representation of G(A f ), so it is a right module over the Hecke algebra
C[U\G(A f )/U ]. In particular, if U = U1(N) for some N, the Hecke operators
T (m) and S(m) defined in Section 2.4f above act on S(r ,t)(U1(N),C).

REMARK 4.1.3. To fix normalizations, we point out that if F is a Hilbert cusp
form, then F has a Fourier–Whittaker expansion

F
((

x 0
0 1

)
, τ

)
= ‖x‖AF

∑
α∈F×+

α−t c(αx,F)e2π i TrF/Q(ατ)

where c(−,F) is a locally constant C-valued function on A×F, f . If the level is of
the form U1(N), then c(x,F) only depends on the fractional ÔF -ideal n generated
by x , and is zero unless n ⊆ d−1; and the Hecke operators satisfy c(n,T (m)F) =
c(mn,F) whenever (m, nd) = 1.

DEFINITION 4.1.4. We say that F ∈ S(r ,t)(U1(N),C) is an eigenform if it is
an eigenvector for the Hecke operators T (m) for all ideals m. We say F is
normalized if c(d−1,F) = D−(t1+t2)/2.
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Note that if F(g, τ ) is a Hilbert modular form of weight (r , t), then

F (s)(g, τ ) := ‖det g‖−s
AF
F(g, τ )

is a Hilbert modular form of weight (r , t + (s, s)) for any s ∈ Z, and its Fourier–
Whittaker coefficients satisfy c(n,F (s)) = NmF/Q(m)

sc(n,F). Our choice of
normalizations is such that F (s) is a normalized eigenform if F is. (Note that
the restrictions of F and F (s) to HF are identical.)

If F is an eigenform, then its T (m)-eigenvalues λ(m) all lie in a number field
L , and there is a finite-order Hecke character ε : Cl+(F,N)→ L× such that S(m)
acts as NmF/Q(m)

w−2ε(m). Exactly as in the familiar case F = Q, a normalized
eigenform is uniquely determined by its Hecke eigenvalues.

4.2. Pullback to G∗. Let U ∗ ⊂ G∗(A f ) be open compact, and let (r1, r2)

be nonnegative integers (not necessarily of the same parity). We define the
space Sr (U ∗,C) of Hilbert cusp forms for G∗ of weight r and level U ∗ as
functions G∗(A f ) ×HF → C satisfying the analogues of the conditions (i)–(iii)
of Definition 4.1.2, using the weight r action of G∗(Q)+ in place of the weight
(r , t) action of G(Q)+ in (iii).

This space has a right action of the Hecke algebra C[U ∗\G/U ∗], where G is as
in Definition 2.2.4. In particular, when U ∗ = U ∗1 (N) for some N GOF , we have
an action of the operators R, S, T defined in Section 2.4, and R(x) for x ∈ F×

acts as multiplication by xr−2.
If we now impose the assumption that r1 = r2 mod 2, and choose t =

(t1, t2) ∈ Z2 such that r1 + 2t1 = r2 + 2t2, we can compare the theories for G∗

and G.

PROPOSITION 4.2.1. If F ∈ S(r ,t)(U,C), then the function  ∗(F) on G∗(A f ) ×

HF defined by
 ∗(F)(g, τ ) = ‖det g‖(t1+t2)

AQ
F(g, τ )

is an element of Sr (U ∗,C), where U ∗ = U ∩ G∗.

Note that this construction is twist-invariant, that is  ∗(F (s)) =  ∗(F) for any s.

PROPOSITION 4.2.2. Let N GOF . Then the action of O×+F on Sr (U ∗1 (N),C) via
x 7→ x t T (x) factors through the finite quotient

T = O×+F /{x2
: x ∈ O×+F , x = 1 mod N}.

The image of the pullback map

 ∗ : S(r ,t)(U1(N),C)→ Sr (U ∗1 (N),C)

is precisely the T-invariants of Sr (U ∗1 (N),C).
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Moreover, if m is a narrowly principal ideal, generated by some x ∈ O+F , then
the map  ∗ intertwines the action of the operator T (m) on the source with the
action of x t

· T (x) on the target, and similarly for S(m) and x2t S(x) if m is
coprime to N.

Proof. Since R(x) acts as NmF/Q(x)r−2, and for x a unit we have T (x2)= S(x)=
〈x〉R(x), the action of O×+F factors through T.

It is easy to see that  ∗ intertwines T (n) with x t
· T (x), since the double cosets

T (n) and T (x) share a common set of single-coset representatives, and similarly
for S(n) and S(x). Since T (x) is the identity map for x a unit, this shows in
particular that the image of  ∗ is contained in the T-invariants.

It remains to prove that any element of Sr (U ∗1 (N),C) invariant under T lies
in the image of  . This follows from the fact that S(r ,t)(U1(N),C) contains, as a
direct summand, the space of holomorphic functions on HF which are invariant
under the weight (r , t) action of Γ1(N) = U1(N) ∩ GL+2 (F) and vanish at the
cusps. An element of Sr (U ∗1 (N),C) gives a function invariant under the subgroup
Γ ∗1 (N) = Γ1(N) ∩ SL2(OF); and the Hecke operators T (x), for x ∈ O×+F , give
representatives for the quotient Γ1(N)/Γ

∗

1 (N). (This can be seen as an instance
of the general result of Proposition 2.2.5.)

REMARK 4.2.3. If the narrow class group of F is trivial, any F ∈ S(r ,t)(U1(N),C)
is uniquely determined by its restriction to {1}×HF , so  ∗ is injective. Conversely,
if the narrow class group is nontrivial, the map  ∗ is very rarely injective, because
of the following construction. Let κ be a nontrivial character of the narrow class
group of F . Then for any F ∈ S(r ,t)(U1(N),C) there is a twisted form F ⊗ κ
satisfying c(n,F ⊗ κ) = κ(n)c(n,F). We have  ∗(F ⊗ κ) =  ∗(F), but F and
F ⊗ κ are very unlikely to be equal.

DEFINITION 4.2.4. We say an eigenform F ∈ S(r ,t)(U1(N),C) is an exceptional
CM form if it has complex multiplication by a quadratic extension E/F contained
in the Hilbert class field of F .

Note that this notion depends only on the newform associated to F ; and the
field E is necessarily totally imaginary (that is it is a CM field) and biquadratic
over Q.

LEMMA 4.2.5. Let F ∈ S(r ,t)(U1(N),C) be a normalized eigenform, with ri > 2.
If  ∗(F) is zero, then F is an exceptional CM form. Conversely, if F is a newform
and an exceptional CM form, then  ∗(F) = 0.

Proof. Since F is a normalized eigenform, we have c(d−1,F) 6= 0. On the other
hand,  ∗(F) = 0 if and only if c(x,F) = 0 for all x ∈ F×+. Using the relation
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between Hecke eigenvalues and Fourier–Whittaker coefficients, it follows that
 ∗(F) is zero if and only if the Hecke eigenvalue λ(n) of F is zero for every n in
the narrow ideal class of d.

It is a standard fact that if an eigenform F satisfies λ(p) = 0 for a positive-
density set of prime ideals p, then F must have CM by some totally imaginary
quadratic extension E/F (for example this follows from the fact that there exist
many primes v for which the standard Galois representation ρstd

F ,v has large image,
see [31, Theorem B.5.2]). Moreover, in the CM case, we have λ(p) 6= 0 for every
prime p - N split in E , since CM forms are automatically ordinary at split primes.
Thus we deduce that every prime in the narrow ideal class of d must be inert in
E/F , from which it follows that E is contained in the narrow class field.

Conversely, suppose F is a newform that is an exceptional CM form, and let κ
be the quadratic Hecke character corresponding to E/F . We have κ(d) = −1,
so F and −F ⊗ κ are normalized newforms. As they have the same Hecke
eigenvalues at almost all primes, they are in fact equal, by the multiplicity one
theorem. Hence we have c(n,F) = −κ(n)c(n,F) for all n, and in particular
c(n,F) is zero for all ideals in the kernel of κ . Thus  ∗(F) = 0.

PROPOSITION 4.2.6. Suppose F is a normalized eigenform of level N, with ri >
2, which is not an exceptional CM form. Then any form G ∈ Sr (U ∗1 (N)) satisfying
T (x)G = x−tλ(x)G, for all x ∈ O+F , is a scalar multiple of  ∗F .

Proof. Let us write G(1, τ ) =
∑

α α
−t c(α,G)e2π i Tr(ατ), where the sum runs over

totally positive α ∈ d−1. By assumption, c(α,G) depends only on the ideal
generated by α.

Let I denote the set of integral ideals in the narrow ideal class of d, and for each
n ∈ I , let c(n) be the common value of c(α,G) over all totally positive generators
α of the ideal nd−1. Then we have the relation c(βn) = λ(β)c(n) for α ∈ O+F
coprime to n; and we want to show that this determines all the c(n) up to a scalar.

If d is trivial in the narrow class group of F (that is, the fundamental unit has
norm−1) then I is simply the set of principal ideals, and we see immediately that
c(n) = λ(n)c(1) for all n ∈ I , so we are done.

So let us assume that the fundamental unit has norm +1, so that I is the set of
ideals that are principal but not narrowly principal. Since F is not an exceptional
CM form, there exist infinitely many primes p ∈ I such that λ(p) 6= 0. Let p0 be
one of these, and define C = λ(p0)

−1c(p0).
Let n ∈ I be arbitrary. We want to show that c(n) = Cλ(n). Firstly, suppose

p0 - n. Let p1 be another prime in I not dividing np0 with λ(p1) 6= 0; then we have

λ(p0p1)c(n) = c(np0p1) = λ(np1)c(p0),
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and hence c(n) = (λ(np1)/λ(p0p1))c(p0) = Cλ(n) for all n ∈ I not divisible
by p0.

On the other hand, if n ∈ I is divisible by p0, we can pick some p1 ∈ I with
λ(p1) 6= 0 and p1 - n. By the previously handled case we have C = c(p1)/λ(p1),
and applying the previous argument with p0 replaced by p1 we are done.

4.3. Galois representations.

THEOREM 4.3.1 (Blasius–Rogawski–Taylor). Let F be a Hilbert modular
eigenform of weight (r , t), with r1, r2 > 2. Let L be the number field generated
by the Hecke eigenvalues λ(n). Then for every finite place v of L, there is an
irreducible two-dimensional ‘standard’ Galois representation

ρstd
F ,v : Gal(F/F)→ GL2(Lv),

such that for all primes l - NNmL/Q(v), the representation ρstd
F ,v is unramified at l

and we have

det(1− Xρstd
F ,v(Frob−1

l )) = 1− λ(l)X + NmF/Q(l)
w−1ε(l)X 2.

Moreover, the Hodge numbers of ρstd
F ,v at the primes above NmL/Q(v) are

{t1, t1 + r1 − 1} at one embedding and {t2, t2 + r2 − 1} at the other. (That is,
the negatives of the Hodge–Tate weights. For the complete avoidance of doubt,
we state that in this paper the cyclotomic character has Hodge–Tate weight +1
and Hodge number −1).

We are not actually interested in the standard representation per se, but in its
tensor induction to Gal(Q/Q). Recall that if H ⊂ G are groups with [G : H ] =
2, σ ∈ G − H , and ρ is a representation of H on some vector space V , we
define ⊗-IndG

H (ρ) to be the isomorphism class of the representation of G whose
underlying space is V ⊗ V , with G acting via

h · (v ⊗ w) = (h · v)⊗ (σ−1hσ · w), σ · (v ⊗ w) = (σ 2
· w)⊗ v.

(The isomorphism class of this representation is independent of σ .)

DEFINITION 4.3.2. For an eigenform F and place v as above, we define the four-
dimensional ‘Asai’ Galois representation

ρAsai
F ,v : Gal(Q/Q)→ GL4(Lv)

by
ρAsai
F ,v = ⊗-IndQ

F(ρ
std
F ,v)⊗ Lv(t1 + t2).

The Hodge numbers of this Galois representation are {0, r1−1, r2−1, r1+r2−2}.
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REMARK 4.3.3. The Asai representation is unramified at all primes not dividing
p∆NmF/Q(N). The twist by t1 + t2 implies that the Asai representation of F is
the same as that of the twist F (s), for any integer s.

Note also that ρAsai
F ,v actually preserves an orthogonal form up to scaling, that

is its image lands in the general orthogonal group GO4 ⊆ GL4. The subgroup
landing in the connected component GSO4 is exactly Gal(F/F). This can be
interpreted in terms of an isomorphism between GO4 and the Langlands L-group
of G∗; this is investigated in more detail in [10, Section 5].

PROPOSITION 4.3.4. Let F be an eigenform of level N with coefficients in L, and
let ` - ∆NmF/Q(N) be prime.

(i) There is a polynomial P`(F , X) ∈ L[X ] such that for all prime v - ` of L we
have

det(1− X ρAsai
F ,v (Frob−1

` )) = P`(F , X).

(ii) The operator-valued Euler factor P`(X) defined in Section 2.7 acts on  ∗(F)
as P`(F , X).

Proof. Since we have defined ρAsai
F ,v as a twist of the tensor induction of ρstd

F ,v, one
can read off the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of ρAsai

F ,v (Frob−1
` ) from

those of ρstd
F ,v(Frob−1

l ), for the primes l | ` of F . These are, in turn, given by the
Hecke eigenvalues of F . This gives a polynomial P`(F , X) ∈ L[X ] satisfying
(i). (The computation for ` split in F is identical to [24, Proposition 4.1.2]; the
inert case is analogous.) Using the fact that  ∗ intertwines T (`) with `t+t ′T (`)
and S(`) with `2(t+t ′)S(`), one sees that this polynomial coincides with the action
of P`(X) on  ∗(F), which is (ii).

4.4. Étale cohomology of Hilbert modular varieties. We fix a weight (r , t)
as above, with r1 > 2, r2 > 2. We also fix a prime p, a finite extension L/Q
containing F , and a prime v | p of L . Let µ = (r1 − 2, r2 − 2, t1, t2).

DEFINITION 4.4.1. We let H [µ]

Lv be the étale sheaf of Lv-vector spaces on Y (U ),
for each sufficiently small U , that is the étale realization of the relative Chow
motive H [µ]

L of Section 3.2c above. We write H (µ)

Lv for the dual of H [µ]

Lv .

DEFINITION 4.4.2. Let F be a cuspidal Hilbert eigenform of weight (r , t) and
level N, with Hecke eigenvalues in L . Then we define

MLv (F) := H 2
ét(Y1(N)Q,H

(µ)

Lv (t1 + t2))[T (n) = λ(n) ∀n],
where λ(n) is the T (n)-eigenvalue of F .
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We are assuming here that U1(N) is sufficiently small (the case of eigenformsF
of level dividing 2, 3 or∆ can be dealt with by replacing F with its l-stabilization,
for some auxiliary prime l). We define similarly the F -eigenspaces MBetti(F),
MdR(F) associated to F in Betti and de Rham cohomology, using the Betti and
de Rham realizations of H (µ)

L . Note that each of these spaces lifts isomorphically
to compactly supported cohomology, since F is cuspidal, and they are related by
comparison isomorphisms as given in [14].

THEOREM 4.4.3 (Brylinski–Labesse, Nekovář). The space MLv (F) is four-
dimensional, and isomorphic as a representation of Gal(Q/Q) to ρAsai

F ,v .

Proof. See [8, Section 3.4], where the result is shown up to semisimplification by
a comparison of traces, and [32, Theorem 5.20], which establishes that MLv (F)
is always semisimple.

Via Poincaré duality, we can identify the dual MLv (F)∗ with the maximal
quotient of H 2

ét(Y1(N)Q,H
[µ]

Lv (2−t1−t2)) on which the covariant Hecke operators
T ′(n) act as λ(n) for all n.

COROLLARY 4.4.4. Let F be an eigenform of level N and weight (r , t), and
suppose r = (k + 2, k ′ + 2) for k, k ′ > 0.

Then there is a canonical Gal(Q/Q)-equivariant map

prF : H 2
ét(Y

∗

1 (N)Q,TSym[k,k
′
]HLv (A)(2))→ MLv (F)∗;

and for each prime ` - p∆NmF/Q(N), this intertwines the dual operator-valued
Asai Euler factor P ′`(X) on the left-hand side with the polynomial P`(F , X) of
Proposition 4.3.4.

Proof. We know that the pullback of the étale sheaf H [µ]

Lv to Y ∗1 (N) is isomorphic
to TSym[k,k

′
]HLv (A)(t1 + t2), so we have a pushforward map

∗ : H 2
ét(Y

∗

1 (N)Q,TSym[k,k
′
]HLv (A)(2))→ H 2

ét(Y1(N)Q,H
[µ]

Lv (A)(2− t1 − t2)).

We define prF to be the composite of this map ∗ with the projection to the F -
isotypical component for the covariant Hecke operators T ′(m), which we have
seen is canonically isomorphic to MLv (F)∗.

The map ∗ intertwines the covariant Hecke operator T ′(x) with x−tT ′(x),
for all totally positive x ∈ OF , and similarly for S′(x) and S ′(x); the same
computation as in Proposition 4.3.4(ii) thus shows that prF intertwines the action
of P ′`(X) with P`(F , X).
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REMARK 4.4.5. It is interesting to consider whether one can give a construction
of MLv (F)∗ using the cohomology of Y ∗1 (N) alone, without using the
map  . Let us write NLv (F)∗ for the maximal quotient of H 2

ét(Y
∗

1 (N)Q,

TSym[k,k
′
]HLv (A)(2)) on which T ′(x) acts as x−tλ(x) for every x ∈ O+F .

Then we can factor prF as the composite of projection to the quotient NLv (F)∗,
and a map NLv (F)∗→ MLv (F)∗ induced by ∗.

This map NLv (F)∗ → MLv (F)∗ is, perhaps surprisingly, not always an
isomorphism. Using duality and the comparison between étale and de Rham
cohomology, one sees that this map is surjective if and only if  ∗(F) 6= 0, and it
is injective if and only if  ∗(F) spans the F -eigenspace for the Hecke operators
{T (x) : x ∈ O+F } acting on Sr (U ∗1 (N),C). By Lemma 4.2.5 and Proposition 4.2.6,
if F is not an exceptional CM form, both of these conditions are satisfied and thus
NLv (F)∗→ MLv (F)∗ is an isomorphism.

Since F is cuspidal, the generalized eigenspace associated to F in the
cohomology H •ét(Y1(N)Q,H

(µ)

Lv ) is concentrated in degree 2. Hence, if K is a
finite extension of Q, and OK ,S is a localization of OK at some finite set of rational
primes S containing all primes dividing p∆NmF/Q(N), then the Hochschild–
Serre spectral sequence allows us to regard prF as a map

H 3
ét(Y

∗

1 (N)OK ,S ,TSym[k,k
′
]HLv (A)(2− j))→ H 1(OK ,S,MLv (F)∗(− j)).

DEFINITION 4.4.6. For F an eigenform as in the previous corollary, and 0 6 j 6
min(k, k ′), we define

AF[F , j]
ét = prF

(
AF[k,k

′, j]
ét,N

)
∈ H 1

(
Z
[

1
p∆NmF/Q(N)

]
,MLv (F)∗(− j)

)
,

and for M > 1 and a ∈ OF/(MOF + Z),

AF[F , j]
ét,M,a = prF

(
AF[k,k

′, j]
ét,M,N,a

)
∈ H 1

(
Z
[
µm,

1
pM∆NmF/Q(N)

]
,MLv (F)∗(− j)

)
.

COROLLARY 4.4.7. Let ` - M NmF/Q(N) be a prime, and suppose that either `
is inert in F, or ` is split and the primes above ` are narrowly principal. Then we
have the relation

norm`M
M

(
AF[F , j]

ét,`M,a

)
= ` jσ`((`− 1)(1− `k+k′−2 jσ−2

` εF (`))− P`(F , `−1− jσ−1
` )) · AF[F , j]

ét,M,a,

where εF is the character of F .
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5.3 (or of Theorem
7.1.3b, which we shall prove below).

This definition and corollary complete the proof of Theorem A of the
introduction.

5. The complex regulator

We now evaluate the image of our motivic cohomology classes AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,N under
Beilinson’s complex-analytic regulator map. We shall follow [18] closely.

Throughout this section, we fix a Hilbert modular eigenform F of level N and
some weight (r , t), where r = (k + 2, k ′ + 2), and a number field L containing
the Hecke eigenvalues of F . We choose a square root of D in F , and normalize
our embeddings such that θ1(

√
D) is the positive square root.

5.1. The Asai L-function. For any prime `, we define a local Euler factor by

P`(F , X) = det(1− X Frob−1
` : MLv (F)I`)

for any v - `. This lies in L[X ] and is independent of the choice of v. It agrees with
the definition given (implicitly) in Proposition 4.3.4 above when ` - ∆NmF/Q(N)
(in which case I` acts trivially).

DEFINITION 5.1.1. Define the primitive Asai L-function of F as the product

LAsai(F , s) =
∏
`

P`(F , `−s)−1.

This Euler product converges for <(s) > (k + k ′)/2 + 2; it has analytic
continuation to all s ∈ C (except for a possible pole at s = k + 2 if k = k ′

and F is twist-equivalent to its internal conjugate Fσ ), and satisfies a functional
equation relating s with k+ k ′+3− s. The form of the functional equation forces
LAsai(F , s) to vanish to order exactly 1 at integers s ∈ {1, . . . ,min(k, k ′)}, and
also at s = 1+min(k, k ′) if there is no pole at s = k + 2.

It will be convenient to work instead with an ‘approximation’ to LAsai which
is more straightforwardly linked to period integrals. We let χ be the Dirichlet
character given by the restriction of the nebentype character of F to (Z/NZ)×,
where NZ = N ∩ Z.
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DEFINITION 5.1.2. For n ∈ N, let λ(n) denote the T (n)-eigenvalue of F , and
α(n) = n−(t+t ′)λ(n). Then we define the imprimitive Asai L-function by

L imp
Asai(F , s) = L (N )(χ, 2s + 2− k − k ′) ·

∑
n>1

α(n)n−s .

One checks that

L imp
Asai(F , s) = LAsai(F , s) ·

∏
`|N

C`(`
−s),

where the ‘error terms’ C`(X) are polynomials; see [2]. Moreover, C`(X) always
divides P`(F , X).

PROPOSITION 5.1.3. If |k−k ′| > 3, then ords=1+ j L imp
Asai(F , s) = 1 for all integers

j with 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′).

Proof. We have seen that when k 6= k ′ the function LAsai(F , s) vanishes to order
exactly 1 at all such s, so it suffices to check that the error term

∏
`|N C`(`

−s) is
nonzero at these values. However, a case-by-case check similar to [24, Proposition
4.1.3] shows that all zeroes of this error term have real parts in the interval
[(k + k ′)/2, (k + k ′ + 2)/2], and the assumption that |k − k ′| > 3 implies that
this range has no overlap with the range we consider.

5.2. Nonholomorphic eigenforms. We define Hilbert modular forms
antiholomorphic at θ1 exactly as in Definition 4.1.2, but requiring that for
each g ∈ G(A f ), the function F(g,−) on HF should be antiholomorphic in τ1

and holomorphic in τ2, and using (c1τ̄1 + d1)
−r1 in place of (c1τ1 + d1)

−r1 in the
definition of the weight (r , t) action.

Then the Fourier–Whittaker expansion of such a form F can be written as

F
((

x 0
0 1

)
, τ

)
= ‖x‖

∑
α∈F×

θ1(α)<0,θ2(α)>0

|α−t
| c(αx,F)e2π i(θ1(α)τ̄1+θ2(α)τ2).

LEMMA 5.2.1. If F is a holomorphic normalized eigenform as before, then there
are unique antiholomorphic forms F ah,1 (antiholomorphic at θ1 and holomorphic
at θ2) and F ah,2 (holomorphic at θ1 and antiholomorphic at θ2), of the same level
and weight as F , for which the Fourier–Whittaker coefficients c(x,F ah,i) coincide
with those of F for i = 1, 2.
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Proof. We sketch the construction of F ah,1; the construction of F ah,2 is very
similar. Let η ∈ F× be any element such that θ1(η) < 0 and θ2(η) > 0. Define

F ah,1(g, τ ) = −η1−tF
((

η 0
0 1

)
g, (θ1(η)τ̄1, θ2(η)τ2)

)
.

This is modular of the same level as F , and is independent of the choice of η. A
straightforward computation shows that its Fourier–Whittaker coefficients are the
same as those of F .

REMARK 5.2.2. If the fundamental unit of F has norm −1, we may choose η
to be a unit. In this case, the restriction of F ah,1 to the upper half-plane HF can
be described in terms of that of F : up to scalars, it is the pullback of F via the
map given by (τ1, τ2) 7→ (η1τ̄1, η2τ2). However, if the fundamental unit of F has
norm +1, there is no direct relation between F and F ah,1 at the level of functions
on HF .

NOTATION 5.2.3. We write ι∗(F ah,1) for the C∞ function on H defined by τ 7→
F ah,1(1, (τ, τ )).

(This is naturally the restriction to H of a function on GL2(A f ) × H
satisfying an appropriate automorphy property; but since Y1,Q(N ) is geometrically
connected, no information is lost in treating it as a function on the upper half-
plane.)

5.3. The period integral. Let k ∈ Z and α ∈ Q/Z, with α 6= 0. For τ ∈ H
and s ∈ C with k + 2 Re(s) > 2, we define the Eisenstein series

E (k)
α (τ, s) = (−2π i)−kπ−sΓ (s + k)

∑
(m,n)∈Z2

=(τ )s

(mτ + n + α)k |mτ + n + α|2s
.

PROPOSITION 5.3.1 (See [24, Proposition 4.2.2]).

• For fixed k, τ, α, E (k)
α (τ, s) has meromorphic continuation to the whole s-plane,

which is holomorphic everywhere if k 6= 0.

• If Nα = 0, then for a fixed s the series E (k)
α (τ, s) is a C∞ function of τ which

is preserved by the weight k action of Γ1,Q(N ). It is holomorphic in τ if k > 1
and s = 0 or s = 1− k.

• We have
E (0)
α (τ, 0) = −2 log |g0,α(τ )|,
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where g0,α is the Siegel unit given in Section 2.2 of op. cit. (Note that there is a
sign error in [24]; the minus sign is correct.)

Applying the usual Rankin–Selberg ‘unfolding’ technique, one obtains the
following formula, which is the analogue in our present setting of [20, Equation
(3.5.3)]:

THEOREM 5.3.2 (Asai). We have∫
Γ1(N )\H

ι∗(F ah,1)(x + iy) E (k−k′)
1/N (x + iy, s − k − 1)yk dx dy

=
Ds/2Γ (s)Γ (s − k ′ − 1)

N k+k′−2s+2 2k−k′+2s (−i)k−k′π 2s−k′−1
L imp

Asai(F , s).

(This integral was first studied in [2] in the case when k = k ′, N = 1, and F
has narrow class number 1. For a more general treatment see [16].)

REMARK 5.3.3. If 06 j 6 k ′, then as remarked above, we have L imp
Asai(F , 1+ j)=

0, and Γ (s−k ′−1) has a simple pole at s = j+1 with residue (−1) j−k′/(k ′ − j)!.
Hence∫

Γ1(N )\H
ι∗(F ah,1)(x + iy) E (k−k′)

1/N (x + iy, j − k)yk dx dy

=
(−1)k′− j D( j+1)/2Γ ( j + 1)

N k+k′−2 j 2k−k′+2 j+2 (−i)k−k′π 2 j+1−k′(k ′ − j)!
d
ds

L imp
Asai(F , s)|s=1+ j .

5.4. The regulator formula. Let XR → Spec R be a separated scheme, and
denote by MHMR(XR) the category of algebraic R-mixed Hodge modules on XR
(see [15, 35, 36]). For MR ∈MHMR(XR), define the absolute Hodge cohomology
groups

H i
H(XR,MR) = Ri HomMHMR(XR)(R(0),MR).

For the properties of this cohomology theory, see [20, Section 2.3].

5.4a. The Hodge realization of M(F). Recall that we have defined de Rham
and Betti cohomology spaces MdR(F) and MB(F) attached to F , which are four-
dimensional L-vector spaces. Via the comparison isomorphism MdR(F) ⊗ C =
MB(F) ⊗ C, we can regard the pair (MdR(F),MB(F)) as defining a pure R-
Hodge structure MH(F) (whose weight is k + k ′ + 2).
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As in [20, Section 5.4], cup product gives a perfect duality of (L⊗QR)-modules

H 0(R,MH(F)(1+ j))× H 1(R,MH(F)∗(− j))→ L ⊗Q R (5.1)

for any j ∈ Z, and we have

H 0(R,MH(F)(1+ j)) = Fil1+ j MdR(F)R ∩ i1+ j MB(F)F∞=(−1)1+ j

R ⊂ MdR(F)C.

Here F∞ is the ‘infinite Frobenius’ (the endomorphism of Betti cohomology
induced by complex conjugation on the C-points of Y1(N)).

PROPOSITION 5.4.1. For 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′) the space H 0(R,MH(F)(1 + j))
is free of rank 1 over L ⊗Q R, and it is spanned by the class in MdR(F)C of the
C∞ differential form $F ,1 + (−1)1+ j$F ,2, where

$F ,1 = (−1)k+1(2π i)k+k′+2F ah,1(τ ) dz̄k
1 dzk′

2 d τ̄1 dτ2,

$F ,2 = (−1)k
′
+1(2π i)k+k′+2F ah,2(τ ) dzk

1 dz̄k′
2 dτ1 d τ̄2.

Here, F ah,1 and F ah,2 are as defined in Section 5.2.

Proof. The same argument as in [20, Section 5.4] shows that H 1(R,
MH(F)∗(− j)) is free of rank 1 over L ⊗Q R, so the statement for H 0(R,
MH(F)(1 + j)) follows from (5.1). The argument in Section 6.2 in op. cit.
generalizes immediately to show that $F ,1 + (−1)1+ j$F ,2 is a basis of this
space.

5.4b. The Hodge Eisenstein class for GL2. We take N > 1 an integer, and we
write Y = Y1,Q(N )R. On Y we have a natural Hodge module HR, defined as the
Hodge realization of H (E), where E is the universal elliptic curve over Y . We
write π1 : TSymk HC ∼= TSymk HR ⊗ C→ TSymk HR(1) for the map induced
by the projection C→ R(1), z 7→ (z − z)/2.

PROPOSITION 5.4.2. The group H 1
H(Y,TSymk HR(1)) is the group of

equivalence classes of pairs (α∞, αdR), where

α∞ ∈ Γ (Y (C),TSymk HR ⊗ C∞)

is a C∞-section of TSymk(HR)(1), and

αdR ∈ Γ (Y,TSymk(Fil0 HdR)⊗Ω
1
X1(N )(C))

is an algebraic section with simple poles along C := X1(N ) \ Y1(N ), such that

∇(α∞) = π1(αdR).
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A pair (α∞, αdR) is equivalent to 0 if we have

(α∞, αdR) = (π1(β),∇(β)) for some β ∈ Γ (X1(N )R,TSymk(Fil0 HdR)(C)).

After pulling back to the upper half-plane H, these can be described by
nonholomorphic modular forms. More precisely, the pullback of H ∨

C is the sheaf
of relative differentials on J = C ×H over H, and is thus spanned by dz and
dz̄, where z is the coordinate on C.

DEFINITION 5.4.3. For r + s = k, let w(r,s) be the C∞ section dzr dzs of
Symk H ∨

C , and w[r,s] the dual basis of TSymk HC.

PROPOSITION 5.4.4 [20, Proposition 4.4.5]. The class

Eisk
H,N ∈ H 1

H(Y1(N )R,TSymk HR(1))

is given by (α∞, αdR) where

α∞ :=
−N k

2

k∑
j=0

(−1) j(k − j)!(2π i) j−k(τ − τ) j E (2 j−k)
1/N (τ,− j)w[k− j, j]

and
αdR := N k E (k+2)

1/N (τ,−1− k)(−2π i)(τ − τ)kw[0,k]dτ.

5.4c. The regulator. Let F be a cuspidal Hilbert eigenform, as before, of weight
(k+2, k ′+2) and level N. Since F is cuspidal, the maximal quotient of the Betti
cohomology space H i

B(Y1(N)(C),TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A)) on which the dual Hecke

operators act via the Hecke eigenvalues of F is zero for i 6= 2, while for i = 2 it
is MB(F)∗, and similarly for the de Rham cohomology. Hence the Leray spectral
sequence of absolute Hodge cohomology gives a projection map

AJH,F : H 3
H(Y

∗

1 (N)R,TSym[k,k
′
](H (A)R)(2− j))

→ H 1
H(Spec R,MH(F)∗(− j)),

the Abel–Jacobi map for MH(F)(1+ j).

NOTATION 5.4.5. For 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′), we write

∨CG [k,k
′, j]
: ι∗(Sym(k,k′) H ∨

C )→ Symk+k′−2 j H ∨

C

for the dual of the Clebsch–Gordan map.
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PROPOSITION 5.4.6. If [ω] ∈ H 0
H(Spec R,MH(F)(1+ j)) is the class of the C∞

differential form ω, we have the formula〈
AJH,F

(
AF[k,k

′, j]
H,N

)
, [ω]

〉
Y1(N)
=

1
2π i

∫
Y1,Q(N )

(∨CG[k,k
′, j]

B ◦ ι∗)(ω) ∧ α∞,

where α∞ is the differential form in Proposition 5.4.4.

Proof. See [20, Proposition 6.2.2].

PROPOSITION 5.4.7. Let 0 6 j 6 min{k, k ′}, and let (α∞, αdR) be the
representative for the Hodge Eisenstein class described in Proposition 5.4.4.

Then we have(
∨CG [k,k

′, j]
B ◦ ι∗

)
($F ,1) ∧ α∞

=
(−1) j N k+k′−2 j

2

(
k
j

)
k ′!(2π i)k+2(τ − τ̄ )kι∗(F ah,1)(τ )

× E (k−k′)
1/N (τ, j − k) dτ d τ̄

and similarly(
∨CG[k,k

′, j]
B ◦ ι∗

)
($F ,2) ∧ α∞

=
(−1)k+k′+1 N k+k′−2 j

2

(
k ′

j

)
k!(2π i)k

′
+2(τ − τ̄ )k

′

ι∗(F ah,2)(τ )

× E (k′−k)
1/N (τ, j − k ′) dτ d τ̄ .

Proof. See the proof of [20, Proposition 6.2.8].

THEOREM 5.4.8. If $F is the differential $F ,1 + (−1) j+1$F ,2, then we have〈
AJH,F

(
AF[k,k

′, j]
H,N

)
, [$F ]

〉
Y1(N)

= (−1)k
′
− j(2π i)k+k′−2 j D( j+1)/2 k!k ′!

(k − j)!(k ′ − j)!
d
ds

L imp
Asai(F , s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1+ j

.

Proof. By Proposition 5.4.7, we have

1
2π i

∫
Y1,Q(N )(C)

$F ,1 ∧ α∞ = (2π i)−1 (−1) j N k+k′−2 j

2

(
k
j

)
k ′!(2π i)k+2

×

∫
(τ − τ̄ )kι∗(F ah,1)(τ )E (k−k′)

1/N (τ, j − k) dτ d τ̄ .
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By Remark 5.3.3, the right-hand side is equal to

(2π i)−1 (−1) j+1 N k+k′−2 j

2

(
k
j

)
k ′!(2π i)k+2(2i)k+1

×
(−1)k′− j D( j+1)/2Γ ( j + 1)

(k ′ − j)!N k+k′−2 j 2k−k′+2 j+2 (−i)k−k′π 2 j+1−k′
d
ds

L imp
Asai(F , s)|s=1+ j

=
(−1)k′− j k!k ′!(2π i)k+k′−2 j D( j+1)/2

2(k − j)!(k ′ − j)!
×

d
ds

L imp
Asai(F , s)|s=1+ j .

Since α∞ is real-valued, and $F ,2 is the complex conjugate of $F ,1, we must
have

1
2π i

∫
Y1,Q(N )(C)

($F ,1 + (−1) j+1$F ,2) ∧ α∞ = 2×
1

2π i

∫
Y1,Q(N )(C)

$F ,1 ∧ α∞,

so we obtain the stated formula.

COROLLARY 5.4.9. If the Asai L-value L imp,′
Asai (F , 1 + j) is nonzero, then the

projection of AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,N to the F -isotypical component of H 3
mot(Y1(N),H

[µ]

L (2))
is nontrivial.

Proof. Clear, since the Hodge Asai–Flach class is defined as the image of the
motivic Asai–Flach class under the Hodge realization map, and we have just
shown that this Hodge Asai–Flach class is nontrivial.

5.5. Injectivity of regulators. The following conjecture is due to Bloch and
Kato, and (independently) Jannsen:

CONJECTURE 5.5.1 [5, Conjecture 5.3(i)]. Let X be a smooth proper Q-variety.
Then, for any prime p and integers m, n with m 6= 2n, the étale realization map
gives an isomorphism

H m
mot(X,Q(n))⊗Qp → H 1

g (Q, H m−1
ét (XQ,Qp(n))),

where H 1
g (Q,−) is a subspace of H 1(Q,−) (defined by local conditions as in

Definition 5.1 of op. cit.).

Our elements are defined using nonproper varieties, but for certain weights
we can lift them to proper ones using work of Wildeshaus, as follows. Suppose
(k, k ′, j) are integers such that the following conditions hold:
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• k, k ′ > 1;

• k = k ′ mod 2;

• 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′);

• either k 6= k ′ or j > 0.

Let F be an eigenform of level N and weight (k + 2, k ′ + 2, t, t ′), for some
appropriate t, t ′, where N is such that U ∗1 (N) is sufficiently small. For simplicity,
we suppose that F is new of level N, and that the narrow class number of F is 1.
Let L be the coefficient field of F .

Choose a smooth compactification Ãr of Ar , where r = k + k ′. (These exist,
and can be constructed using the theory of toroidal compactifications of mixed
Shimura varieties; see [40, Section 4].)

PROPOSITION 5.5.2. With the above notations, suppose that Conjecture 5.5.1
holds with X = Ãr , m = 3 + r , and n = 2 + r − j , for some prime p; and
suppose also

d
ds

L imp
Asai(F , s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1+ j

6= 0.

Then the étale Asai–Flach class is nonzero in H 1(Q,MLv (F)∗(− j)), for each
finite place v | p of L.

Proof. The inclusion Ar ↪→ Ãr induces a pullback map

H 3+r
mot (Ãr , L(2+ r − j))→ H 3+r

mot (Ar , L(2+ r − j)).

As in Remark 3.2.5, the group H 3
mot(Y

∗

1 (N),TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A)(2)) can be

regarded as a direct summand of H 3+r
mot (Ar , L(2 + r − j)). It is shown in [40,

Corollaries 3.13 and 3.14] that under the above conditions on (k, k ′, j), this direct
summand lifts canonically to a direct summand of H 3+r

mot (Ãr , L(2 + r − j)), for
any choice of the smooth compactification Ãr . Since this lifting arises from a
direct sum decomposition of motives, it is compatible under the étale regulator
with an analogous lifting in étale cohomology. In particular, Wildeshaus’ results,
together with the case of Conjecture 5.5.1 that we have assumed, imply the
injectivity of the map

H 3
mot(Y

∗

1 (N),TSym[k,k
′
]HL(A)(2− j))⊗L Lv

- H 1(Q, H 2
ét(Y

∗

1 (N),TSym[k,k
′
]HLv (A)(2− j))).

Since F is new and the narrow class number is 1, we may find a Hecke
correspondence TF acting on Y ∗1 (N) which acts as the identity on the Hecke
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eigenspace corresponding to F , and as 0 on all other Hecke eigenspaces at level
N. We consider the motivic cohomology class TF ·AF[k,k

′, j]
mot,N . By the computations

of the previous section, if the L-value does not vanish, we have TF ·AF[k,k
′, j]

mot,N 6= 0;
hence TF ·AF[k,k

′, j]
ét,N is also nonzero under our present assumptions. However, this

class projects to 0 in all Hecke eigenspaces other than the F -eigenspace, so if it
is nonzero, it must map to a nonzero element in H 1(Q,MLv (F)∗(− j)).

This proposition, combined with Proposition 5.1.3 which gives a sufficient
condition for the nonvanishing of ( d/ ds)L imp

Asai(F , s), proves Theorem D of the
introduction.

REMARK 5.5.3. It seems reasonable to expect that the Asai–Flach elements still
lift naturally to a compactification, even for the small weights not covered by
Wildeshaus’ results; compare [7, Section 8-9] in the Beilinson–Flach case.

In the base case k = k ′ = j = 0, the Asai–Flach elements lie in the
group H 3

mot(Y
∗

1 (N), L(2)) = H 3
mot(Y

∗

1 (N),Z(2)) ⊗Z L . A theorem of Suslin [38,
Section 4] shows that the étale realization gives an injective map

H 3
mot(Y

∗

1 (N),Z(2))⊗ Z/pr Z ⊂ - H 3
ét(Y

∗

1 (N),Z/pr Z(2)),

for any r > 1. However, since we do not know if H 3
mot(Y

∗

1 (N),Z(2)) contains
p-divisible elements, this is not enough to conclude that the étale Asai–Flach
elements are nonzero.

6. Asai–Iwasawa classes

6.1. Integral coefficient sheaves. As noted in Remark 3.5.4 above, the theory
of relative motives only works well if we take the coefficient ring to be a Q-
algebra; but the theory of étale sheaves has no such restriction.

DEFINITION 6.1.1. Let p be an odd prime, S a regular scheme on which p is
invertible, and A/S an abelian variety; and let L be a finite extension of Qp with
ring of integers R. We define a lisse étale sheaf of R-modules on S by

HR(A) := R ⊗Zp (R
1(πA)∗Zp)

∨,

where πA : A→ S is the structure map.

If we are given an action of OF on A by endomorphisms—as in the case of the
abelian varieties A(U ∗) over Y ∗(U ∗)—then the sheaf HR(A) is in fact a sheaf of
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R ⊗Z OF -modules, with the OF -module structure given by pushforward via the
endomorphism action.

We now suppose that p is unramified in F , and that F embeds into the
coefficient field L . Then R ⊗Z OF

∼= R ⊕ R via the embeddings θ1, θ2, and we
obtain a direct sum decomposition

HR(A) =HR(A)(1) ⊕HR(A)(2)

where (as before) HR(A)(i) denotes the subspace where pushforward by [x], for
x ∈ OF , acts as multiplication by θi(x).

DEFINITION 6.1.2. We define

TSym[k,k
′
]HR(A) := TSymk HR(A)(1) ⊗R TSymk′ HR(A)(2).

Note that after inverting p this becomes isomorphic to the étale realization of
the relative Chow motive TSym[k,k

′
]HL(A) defined above.

6.2. Lambda-adic sheaves. We shall now define sheaves of Iwasawa
modules, and maps between them, which are ‘Λ-adic interpolations’ of the
étale realizations of the relative Chow motives defined in the previous section.
This construction is the analogue in the Asai setting of the constructions of
[21, Section 5.1].

DEFINITION 6.2.1. For A/S as in Definition 6.1.1, and t : S → A a section, we
define

ΛR(A〈t〉) = lim
←−

r

t∗[pr
]∗(Z/pr Z)

as an inverse system of lisse étale sheaves on S, where [pr
] : A → A is the

pr -multiplication map. If t = 0 we write simply ΛR(A).

As in [19, Section 2.3], the sheaf ΛR(A) may be interpreted as the sheaf of
Iwasawa algebras (with R coefficients) associated to the sheaf of abelian groups
HZp(A). It has the following universal property: any map of sheaves of profinite
sets HZp(A) → F , where F is a sheaf of R-modules, extends uniquely to a
morphism of sheaves of R-modules ΛR(A)→ F .

In particular, if A = A(U ∗) for some U ∗ ⊆ G∗(Ẑ), or if E = AQ(UQ) for
UQ ⊂ GL2(Ẑ) (with U ∗, respectively UQ, being sufficiently small), then we have
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moment maps ([19, Section 2.5.2], see also [21, Proposition 4.4.1])

momk
: ΛR(E)→ TSymk HR(E),

mom[k,k
′
]
: ΛR(A)→ TSym[k,k

′
]HR(A),

for any k > 0, respectively any k, k ′ > 0.
If UQ =U ∗∩GL2(A f ), then there is a natural map of sheaves of sets HZp(E)→

ι∗(HZp(A)) on YQ(UQ), so we obtain a map ΛR(E)→ ι∗ΛR(A). It is easy to see
from the definitions that the maps just defined fit into the following commutative
diagram:

ΛR(E)
momk+k′

- TSymk+k′ HR(E) ⊂- TSymk HR(E)⊗R TSymk′ HR(E)

ι∗ΛR(A)
? mom[k,k′] - ι∗ TSym[k,k

′
]HR(A).
?

6.3. Cyclotomic twists. We now extend the above construction to include a
Tate twist. For j ∈ Z>0, we define

ΛR(A)[ j, j]
:= ΛR(A)⊗R TSym[ j, j]

R HR(A).

For integers k, k ′ > j there is a map

mom[k,k
′
]
: ΛR(A)[ j, j]

→ TSym[k,k
′
]HR(A)

defined as the composition

ΛR(A)[ j, j] mom[k− j,k′− j]
⊗1- TSym[k− j,k′− j]

R HR(A)⊗R TSym[ j, j]
R HR(A)

- TSym[k,k
′
]

R HR(A)

where the second map is given by the product in the symmetric tensor algebra.
This is analogous to the definition of the moment map momk in [21, Section 5.1].

PROPOSITION 6.3.1 (See [21, Proposition 5.1.2]). Let j > 0. There is a
morphism of sheaves on YQ(UQ)

CG [ j] : ΛR(E)→ ι∗(ΛR(A)[ j, j](− j))
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such that for all integers k, k ′, j with 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′) we have a commutative
diagram

ΛR(E)
momk+k′−2 j

- TSymk+k′−2 j(HE)

ι∗ΛR(A)[ j, j](− j)

CG [ j]

? mom[k,k′]- ι∗ TSym[k,k
′
]HR(A)(− j).

CG [k,k
′, j]

?

Note that CG [ j] satisfies the commutation relation

R′(n) ◦ CG [ j] = n2 j CG[ j] ◦ R′(n) (6.1)

for n ∈ Zp, where R′(n) is the operator corresponding to pushforward via the
n-multiplication map on A and E .

6.4. Asai–Iwasawa classes for Hilbert modular surfaces. We now define
Asai–Iwasawa classes, which are cohomology classes taking values in theΛ-adic
coefficient sheaves of Definition 6.2.1. Their function is to p-adically interpolate
the Asai–Flach classes of the previous section as the parameters k, k ′ vary.

Recall that for integers N > 4, and c > 1 with (c, 6pN ) = 1, we have the
Eisenstein–Iwasawa class [21, Section 4],

cEIN ∈ H 1
ét(Y1,Q(N ),ΛZp(E〈tN 〉)(1)),

where tN is the canonical order N section. By applying the N -multiplication map
[N ] : ΛZp(E〈tN 〉)→ ΛZp(E), and base-extending to R, we may regard this class
as having coefficients ΛR(E)(1), for any ring R as above.

REMARK 6.4.1. As with the motivic Eisenstein class considered above, the
Eisenstein–Iwasawa class depends on a choice of b ∈ Z/NZ− {0}, and the class
is denoted by cEIb,N in op.cit. to emphasize this dependence, but we fix b = 1
here and drop it from the notation.

DEFINITION 6.4.2. Let N GOF be such that U ∗1 (N) is sufficiently small, and let
N = N∩Z as usual. For integers j > 0 and c > 1 with (c, 6pN ) = 1, we define
the j th Asai–Iwasawa class by

cAI [ j]N := (ι∗ ◦ CG [ j])(cEIN ) ∈ H 3
ét(Y

∗

1 (N),ΛR(A)(2− j)).
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Now let M > 1 be an integer. Via pullback along the natural map Y ∗(M,N)→
Y ∗1 (N), we may regard cAI [ j]N as a class in H 3

ét(Y
∗(M,N),ΛR(A)(2 − j)). If

M | N, then the variety Y ∗(M,N) has an action of the operators ua = (
1 a
0 1) for

a ∈ OF/MOF .

DEFINITION 6.4.3. Let M > 1 and let N GOF be divisible by M . For suitable c
as before, and a ∈ OF/MOF , we set

cAI [ j]M,N,a := (ua)∗
(

cAI [ j]N
)
.

(Thus cAI [ j]N = cAI [ j]1,N,0.)

Since the operator ua for a ∈ Z commutes with its namesake on YQ(M, N ), and
the latter operator stabilizes cEIN , we conclude that the class cAI [ j]M,N,a actually
only depends on the image of a in the quotient OF/(MOF + Z).

Finally, we make the following definition:

DEFINITION 6.4.4. Let M > 1, and let NGOF be such that U ∗1 (N) is sufficiently
small (but we do not assume now that M | N). We define the Λ-adic Asai–Flach
class

cAF [ j]M,N,a := (sM)∗
(

cAI [ j]M,MN,a

)
∈ H 3

ét(Y
∗

1 (N)× µ
◦

M ,ΛR(A)(2− j)),

where sM : Y ∗(M,MN) → Y ∗1 (N) × µ◦M is the ‘twisted’ degeneracy map
introduced in Section 3.5 above.

From Proposition 6.3.1 and the basic interpolating property of the Eisenstein
class cEIN [21, Theorem 4.4.3], we have the following interpolation formula:

THEOREM 6.4.5 (Interpolation in k, k ′). For any integers 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′), we
have

mom[k,k
′
]
(

cAI [ j]N
)
= (c2

− c2 j−k−k′
〈c〉)AF[k,k

′, j]
ét,N

and
mom[k,k

′
]
(

cAF [ j]M,N,a

)
= (c2

− c2 j−k−k′
〈c〉σ 2

c )AF[k,k
′, j]

ét,M,N,a,

where σc is the Frobenius as defined in Section 2.4b.

(Note that 2 j − k − k ′ 6 0, so the factor in brackets is always nonzero.) Thus,
these classes interpolate the étale images of the motivic Eisenstein classes, for
varying k and k ′ but a fixed j . We shall see in due course that these classes can also
be interpolated p-adically as j varies, but this will need some further preparation
and we delay it until Section 8 below.
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REMARK 6.4.6. A slight refinement of the construction is also possible. The
abelian variety A/Y ∗1 (N) has a canonical OF -linear map N−1/OF ↪→ A[N] (the
universal level U ∗1 (N)-structure). In particular, if n > 1 is an integer dividing N,
then the image of 1/n (mod OF) defines a canonical section tn of A; and we
may lift cAI [ j]N , respectively cAF [ j]M,N,a , to classes with coefficients inΛR(A〈tn〉),
whose images under [n]∗ are the classes defined above. This refinement should
be useful in studying variation in Hida families. We shall not pursue this here,
however, in order to avoid adding yet more subscripts to our notation.

7. Norm relations

In this section, we prove some norm-compatibility relations for the Λ-adic
Asai–Iwasawa and Asai–Flach classes defined in the previous section. We shall
state these in pairs, consisting of a norm relation for the classes cAI [ j]M,N,a and
another for the classes cAF [ j]M,N,a . In each case, it is the version for the cAI
which we shall actually prove, but the version for the cAF which will be useful in
applications; the only function of the ‘cAI versions’ in our theory is as a stepping
stone towards the ‘cAF versions’. (This is exactly parallel to the roles played by
the classes cRI and cBF in [21].)

7.1. Statement of the theorems.

The first norm relation: changing N. Our first two theorems deal with changing
the level N. Compare [24, Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2]; [20, Theorem 5.3.1].

THEOREM 7.1.1a (Level compatibility for cAI). Let M > 1, N an ideal divisible
by M, l a prime ideal of OF , and ` > 1 the rational prime lying below l. Then the
image of cAI [ j]M,lN,a under pushforward along the natural projection pr1,l : Y

∗(M,
lN)→ Y ∗(M,N) is given by{

cAI [ j]M,N,a if ` | NmF/Q(N),
(1− `−2 j

〈`−1
〉R′(`)σ−2

` )cAI [ j]M,N,a otherwise.

THEOREM 7.1.1b (Level compatibility for cAF ). Let M > 1, N an ideal of OF ,
l a prime ideal of OF , and ` > 1 the rational prime lying below l. Then the image
of cAF [ j]M,lN,a under pushforward along the natural projection pr1,l : Y ∗1 (lN) ×
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µ◦M → Y ∗1 (N)× µ
◦

M is given by{
cAF [ j]M,N,a if ` | M · NmF/Q(N),

(1− `−2 j
〈`−1
〉R′(`)σ−2

` )cAF [ j]M,N,a otherwise.

We shall prove Theorem 7.1.1a in the next section. To deduce Theorem 7.1.1b,
we simply apply Theorem 7.1.1a with (M,N) replaced by (M,MN), and note
that the map (sM)∗ commutes with the actions of the operators R′(`), 〈`〉, and σ`.

The second norm relation: changing M (wild case). The next pair of theorems
deal with the significantly deeper question of changing M (and thus the
cyclotomic field over which the Asai–Flach elements are defined).

For a ∈ Z>1, let p̂r2,a denote the degeneracy map Y ∗(aM,N) → Y ∗(M,N)
given by the matrix (a−1

1).

THEOREM 7.1.2a (Cyclotomic compatibility for cAI). Let M > 1, let ` be prime,
and let N be an ideal of OF divisible by `M. Let a ∈ OF/(`MOF + Z), and
suppose that a is a unit at ` (that is the image of a generates OF/(`OF + Z)).
Then

(p̂r2,`)∗
(

cAI [ j]`M,N,a

)
=

{
U ′(`) ·

(
cAI [ j]M,N,a

)
if ` | M,

(U ′(`)− ` jσ`) ·
(

cAI [ j]M,N,a

)
if ` - M.

The corresponding statement for cAF is considerably simpler. The natural map
µ◦`M → µ◦M corresponds to the inclusion Q(µM)⊂Q(µ`M), so pushforward along
this is simply the Galois norm map. Then we have the following relation:

THEOREM 7.1.2b (Cyclotomic compatibility for cAF ). Let M > 1, let N be an
ideal of OF , and let ` be a rational prime such that ` |N. Suppose a is a generator
of OF/(`OF + Z). Then we have

normQ(µ`m )
Q(µm )

(
cAF [ j]`M,N,a

)
=

{
U ′(`) ·

(
cAF [ j]M,N,a

)
if ` | M,

(U ′(`)− ` jσ`) ·
(

cAF [ j]M,N,a

)
if ` - M.

Just as before, Theorem 7.1.2b follows readily from Theorem 7.1.2a, but with
the important caveat that we need to assume that ` | N in order for the Hecke
operator U ′(`) to commute with (sM)∗.
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The second norm relation: changing M (tame case). We now come to the most
intricate, and most important, of our norm-compatibility relations, where we
introduce a new prime to M which does not divide N .

THEOREM 7.1.3a. Let M > 1, N GOF an ideal divisible by M, ` a prime which
does not divide NmF/Q(N), and a ∈ OF/(`MOF + Z) which is a unit at `.
Suppose also that one of the following holds:

(i) ` is inert in F;

(ii) ` is split in F and the primes l, l̄ above ` are narrowly principal.

Then pushforward via the composition pr1,` ◦ p̂r2,` : Y ∗(`M, `N) → Y ∗(M,N)
maps cAI [ j]`M,`N,a to the class

` jσ`[(`− 1)(1− `−2 j
〈`−1
〉R′(`)σ−2

` )− `P ′`(`
−1− jσ−1

` )] · cAI [ j]M,N,a,

where P ′`(X) is the operator-valued Asai Euler factor of Definition 2.7.1.

We shall, in fact, only use case (i) of this theorem in the present paper (since
primes inert in F will suffice for our Euler system arguments). Hence, we shall
not give full details of the proof of case (ii), although we include the statement
(and a brief sketch of the proof) for the sake of completeness.

The ‘cAF version’ of this is the following, which is the fundamental Euler
system norm relation for our Λ-adic classes:

THEOREM 7.1.3b. Let M > 1, N GOF an ideal, ` a prime which does not divide
M ·NmF/Q(N), and a ∈ OF/(`MOF +Z) which is a unit at `. Suppose also that
one of the following holds:

(i) ` is inert in F;

(ii) ` is split in F and the primes l, l̄ above ` are narrowly principal.

Then the Galois norm map normQ(µ`m )
Q(µm )

maps cAF [ j]`M,N,a to the class

` jσ`[(`− 1)(1− `−2 j
〈`−1
〉R′(`)σ−2

` )− `P ′`(`
−1− jσ−1

` )] · cAF [ j]M,N,a,

where P ′`(X) is the operator-valued Asai Euler factor of Definition 2.7.1.

It is Theorem 7.1.3b which will furnish us with Kolyvagin derivative classes
in order to bound Selmer groups. As will be clear by this stage, Theorem 7.1.3b
follows immediately from Theorem 7.1.3a.
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REMARK 7.1.4. All of the above norm-compatibility relations also hold (with
exactly the same proofs) for the refined elements mentioned in Remark 6.4.6
above, as long as we restrict to values of N divisible by the auxiliary integer n.

7.2. Proof of the first norm relation.

Proof of Theorem 7.1.1a. Let N be the positive integer generating N ∩ Z, so that
` | N if and only if ` | NmF/Q(N). Recall from [21, Theorem 4.3.2] that if pr1,` :

YQ(M, `N )→ YQ(M, N ) is the natural projection coming from the inclusion of
congruence subgroups, then

pr1,`∗(cEI`N ) =


cEIN if ` | N ,(

1− R′(`)
(̀
−1 0
0 `−1

)∗)
cEIN otherwise.

Here (`−1 0
0 `−1) is considered as an element of the upper-triangular Borel subgroup

of GL2(Ẑ), which normalizes UQ(M, N ) and thus acts on YQ(M, N ).
Now let N ′ be the positive integer generating lN ∩ Z; we must have either

N ′ = `N or N ′ = N , and the latter case can only occur if ` | N . We fix a lifting
of a to an element of OF/MOF , and consider the commutative diagram

YQ(M, N ′) ⊂
ua ◦ ι- Y ∗(M, lN)

YQ(M, N )

pr1,?
?

⊂
ua ◦ ι- Y ∗(M,N).

pr1,l
?

(The left vertical arrow is either pr1,` or the identity, depending whether N ′ = N`
or N ′ = N .)

By definition, we have cAIM,N,a = (ua∗ ◦ ι∗ ◦ CG[ j])(cEIN ), and similarly
cAIM,lN,a = (ua∗ ◦ ι∗ ◦ CG [ j])(cEIN ′).

Because the diagram is commutative, and the Clebsch–Gordan map CG[ j] is
compatible with the pr1 maps (since these act as the identity on each fibre of the
abelian varieties), we have

pr1,l∗

(
cAI [ j]M,N,a

)
= (pr1,l∗ ◦ ua∗ ◦ ι∗ ◦ CG [ j])cEI1,N ′

= (ua∗ ◦ ι∗ ◦ CG [ j] ◦ pr1,?∗)cEI1,N ′ .

If ` | N , then N and N ′ have the same prime factors, so this is simply

(ua∗ ◦ ι∗ ◦ CG [ j])cEI1,N = cAI [ j]M,N,a.
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In the case ` - N , we have N ′ = `N . The action of the centre of GL2(Z/NZ)
commutes with ι∗, ua∗ and CG[ j], and the same is true of R′(`) up to a factor of
`−2 j arising from the Clebsch–Gordan map (see equation 6.1 above). Since we
have (̀

−1 0
0 `−1

)∗
= 〈`−1

〉σ−2
`

as automorphisms of Y ∗(M,N), this gives the result.

7.3. Proof of the second norm relation. We shall now prove Theorem 7.1.2a,
following closely the arguments of [21, Section 5.4].

We fix M , N, ` and a as in the statement of the theorem, and we fix a lifting of
a to an element of OF/`MOF . As usual, we let N be such that N∩Z = NZ. We
write

ιM,N,a : YQ(M, N ) ⊂ - Y ∗(M,N)

for the composition ua ◦ ι, and similarly for ι`M,N,a . Furthermore, we define

ιM(`),N,a : YQ(`M, N ) - Y ∗(M(`),N)

to be the composite of ι`M,N,a with the natural projection Y ∗(`M,N) →
Y ∗(M(`),N).

LEMMA 7.3.1 (see [21, Lemma 5.4.1]). The map ιM(`),N,a is a closed embedding.
If ` | M, then the diagram

YQ(`M, N ) ⊂
ιM(`),N,a- Y ∗(M(`),N)

YQ(M, N )

p̂r1,`
?

⊂

ιM,N,a - Y ∗(M,N)

p̂r1,(`)
?

is Cartesian, where the vertical maps are the natural degeneracy maps.

Proof. The image of ιM(`),N,a is the modular curve of level

GL2(A f ) ∩ u−1
a U ∗(M(`),N)ua.

An easy computation shows that this intersection is precisely those (r s
t u) ∈ GL2(Ẑ)

such that (
r + at s + a(u − r)− a2t

t −at + u

)
= 1 mod

(
M `M
N N

)
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and since we are assuming `M | N, we conclude that t = 0, u = 1 mod N , r =
1 mod M , and s + a(r − 1) = 0 mod `M , so that a(r − 1) = 0 in OF/(`M +Z).

Since we assumed that a generates OF/(`M + Z), it follows that r − 1 is
divisible by `M , and hence also that s is divisible by `M . So the intersection is
equal to UQ(`M, N ), and ιM(`),N,a is an isomorphism onto its image, as required.

To obtain the Cartesian property in the case ` | M we simply compare degrees:
both horizontal maps are injective, and both vertical maps are finite étale of degree
`2, so we are done.

We now consider the omitted case ` - M . Let ã be the unique element of
OF/`M such that ã = 0 mod ` and ã = a mod M . Then the following is easily
verified:

LEMMA 7.3.2. Let γ : YQ(M(`), N ) → Y ∗(M(`),N) be the diagonal map ι
composed with the action of (1 ã

0 1). Then, the following diagram is Cartesian:

YQ(`M, N ) t YQ(M(`), N )
(ιM(`),N,a, γ )- Y ∗(M(`),N)

YQ(M, N )

(p̂r1,`, p̂r1,(`))
? ιM,N,a - Y ∗(M,N).

p̂r1,(`)
?

With these ingredients in place, the proof of the Theorem 7.1.2a proceeds
exactly as in [21, Theorem 5.4.4]:

Proof of Theorem 7.1.2a. We first consider the case ` | M . In this case, the
cartesian diagram of Lemma 7.3.1 shows that the pushforward of cAI [ j]`M,N ,a along
the degeneracy map Y ∗(M`,N) → Y ∗(M(`),N) is equal to the pullback of
cAI [ j]M,N ,a along the natural degeneracy map Y ∗(M(`),N)→ Y ∗(M,N).

Hence the image of cAI [ j]`M,N ,a under (p̂r2,`)∗ is equal to the image of cAI [ j]M,N ,a
under the composition (p̂r2,(`))∗ ◦ (p̂r1,(`))

∗, where

p̂r1,(`), p̂r2,(`) : Y
∗(M(`),N)→ Y ∗(M,N)

are respectively the natural degeneracy map and the ‘twisted’ degeneracy map
induced by (1 `). This composition (p̂r2,(`))∗ ◦ (p̂r1,(`))

∗ is exactly the definition of
the Hecke operator U ′(`).

In the case ` - M , the same argument using Lemma 7.3.2 shows that

U ′(`) · cAI [ j]M,N ,a = p̂r2,`∗(cAI [ j]`M,N ,a)+ (p̂r2,(`)∗ ◦ γ∗ ◦ CG [ j])(cEIN ).
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One checks that there is a commutative diagram

YQ(M(`), N )
γ - Y ∗(M(`),N)

YQ(M, N )

p̂r2,(`)
? ιM,N ,`−1a- Y ∗(M,N).

p̂r2,(`)
?

and by [20, Theorem 4.3.3], the left-hand p̂r2,(`) sends cEIN to itself, but induces
a factor of ` j in the Clebsch–Gordan map (since it acts as an isogeny of degree `
on the elliptic curve E). This gives

(p̂r2,(`)∗ ◦ γ∗ ◦ CG [ j])(cEIN ) = (ιM,N ,`−1a∗ ◦ p̂r2,(`)∗ ◦ CG [ j])(cEIN )

= ` j(ιM,N ,`−1a∗ ◦ CG [ j] ◦ p̂r2,(`)∗)(cEIN )

= ` j(ιM,N ,`−1a∗ ◦ CG [ j])(cEIN )

= ` j
cAI [ j]M,N ,`−1a = `

jσ` · cAI [ j]M,N ,`−1a.

7.4. Proof of Theorem 7.1.3a (inert primes). Rather than attack Theorem
7.1.3a head-on, we shall attempt to deduce it from other simpler norm relations,
using compatibilities in the Hecke algebra (the strategy introduced in [25,
Appendix]). We first introduce some notation.

Let M be an integer, and N an ideal of OF divisible by M , as usual. Let a be a
prime ideal of OF with a totally positive generator α. Then, as well as the obvious
degeneracy map

pr1,α : Y
∗(M, aN)→ Y ∗(M, N )

whose effect on Asai–Iwasawa elements was studied in Theorem 7.1.1a, there is
a second degeneracy map

pr2,α : Y
∗(M, aN)→ Y ∗(M, N )

given by τ 7→ ατ on HF .
(The former map was denoted previously by pr1,a, since it is independent of α

and makes sense whether or not a is narrowly principal; but when a generator α
exists, we use the alternative notation pr1,α for this map, for harmony with pr2,α.)

For a ∈ Z>1 we also have maps YQ(M, aN ) → YQ(M, N ) defined similarly,
which we denote by the same symbols pr1,a , pr2,a .

PROPOSITION 7.4.1. Let M | N be integers, and let ` be a prime. Then
the Eisenstein–Iwasawa classes on YQ(M, `N ) and YQ(M, N ), considered with
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coefficients in ΛR(E)(1), satisfy the relation

(pr2,`)∗(cEI`N ) =


`R′(`) · cEIN if ` | N ,

`R′(`)
(

1− R′(`)
(̀
−1

`−1

)∗)
· cEIN if ` - N.

Proof. This is [21, Corollary 4.3.6]. (Note, however, that in op. cit. the class cEIN

is considered to have coefficients in ΛZp(E〈tN 〉)(1), so we must apply the map
[N ]∗ to obtain classes in ΛZp(E)(1); since we are comparing classes with two
different values of N this introduces a factor of R′(`) which is not present in
op.cit.)

COROLLARY 7.4.2. Let M > 1, N GOF divisible by M, and ` prime. Then

(pr2,`)∗(cAI [ j]M,`N,a)

=

{
`1− j R′(`) · cAI [ j]M,N,`a if ` | N,
`1− j R′(`)σ−1

` (1− `−2 j
〈`−1
〉R′(`)σ−2

` ) · cAI [ j]M,N,a if ` - N.

Proof. This follows from the previous proposition and commutativity of
pushforward maps around the diagram

YQ(M, `N )
ua ◦ ι- Y ∗(M, `N)

YQ(M, N )

pr2,`

? u`a ◦ ι- Y ∗(M,N).

pr2,`

?

(The ` j factors appear because of the failure of the map CG [ j] to commute with
pushforward via isogenies, exactly as in the GL2×GL2 situation; cf [21, proof of
Theorem 5.4.1].)

Proof of Theorem 7.1.3a for ` inert in F. We shall now prove Theorem 7.1.3a in
the inert case. We are interested in the image of cAI [ j]`M,`N,a under the map

Y (`M, `N)
p̂r2,`- Y (M, `N)

pr1,`- Y (M,N).

By Theorem 7.1.2a (applied with (`,M,N) replaced by (`,M, `N)), we know
that

p̂r2,`∗

(
cAI [ j]`M,`N,a

)
= (U ′(`)− ` jσ`) · cAI [ j]M,`N,a.
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A double coset computation (using the fact that `OF is a prime ideal) shows that

pr1,`∗ ◦U ′(`) = T ′(`) ◦ pr1,`∗−〈`
−1
〉 ◦ pr2,`∗ . (7.1)

Hence we have

(pr1,` ◦ p̂r2,`)∗
(

cAI [ j]`M,`N,a

)
= [pr1,`∗ ◦ (U

′(`)− ` jσ`)]cAI [ j]M,`N,a

= [(T ′(`)− ` jσ`) pr1,`∗−〈`
−1
〉 pr2,`∗]cAI [ j]M,`N,a.

Substituting the formulae for pr1,`∗(cAI [ j]M,`N,a) from Theorem 7.1.1a, and for
pr2,`∗(cAI [ j]M,`N,a) from Corollary 7.4.2, and rearranging, we obtain the theorem.

7.5. The case of split primes (sketch). For completeness, we sketch the proof
of case (ii) of Theorem 7.1.3a, in which ` is split in F and the primes l, l̄ above `
are narrowly principal. Thus, there is a totally positive element λ such that l = (λ),
l̄ = (λ̄), and λλ̄ = `. We fix, for the duration of this section, a choice of such a λ.

THEOREM 7.5.1. For any a ∈ OF/(MOF + Z), the following relation holds,
modulo p-torsion if ` = p:

pr2,λ∗

(
cAI [ j]M,lN,a

)
=


`− j R′(λ) ·U ′(λ̄) · cAI [ j]M,N,`a if l̄ | N,
σ−1
` `− j R′(λ)(T ′(λ̄)− σ−1

` · `
− j R′(λ̄) · 〈λ̄−1

〉 ·U ′(λ))cAI [ j]M,N,a if l̄ - N but l | N,
σ−1
` `− j R′(λ)(T ′(λ̄)− σ−1

` · `
− j R′(λ̄) · 〈λ̄−1

〉 · T ′(λ))cAI [ j]M,N,a if l, l̄ - N.

Proof. This is virtually identical to the proof of Theorem 5.5.1 of [21] (which is
the ‘degenerate case F = Q⊕Q’).

REMARK 7.5.2. Note that λ is only well-defined up to multiplication by O×+F .
However, the validity of the theorem is independent of the choice of λ, since
replacing λ with αλ for α ∈ O×+F has the effect of acting on both sides by the
operator (1 0

0 α).

Proof of Theorem 7.1.3a for ` split in F. As in the inert case, we need to compute

[pr1,`∗ ◦(U
′(`)− ` jσ`)]cAI [ j]M,`N,a.

We factor pr1,` as the composite pr1,λ̄ ◦ pr1,λ, and similarly U ′(`) = U ′(λ)U ′(λ̄).
Using the analogues of (7.1) with λ and λ̄ in place of `, we obtain

pr1,`∗ ◦(U
′(`)− ` jσ`) = (T ′(`)− ` jσ`) pr1,`∗−〈λ

−1
〉T ′(λ̄) pr2,λ∗ pr1,λ̄∗

−〈λ̄−1
〉T ′(λ) pr1,λ∗ pr2,λ̄∗+〈`

−1
〉 pr2,`∗ .
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The effect of each of these four degeneracy maps Y ∗(M, `N) → Y ∗(M,N) on
the Asai–Iwasawa element has been calculated above: pr1,` by Theorem 7.1.1a,
pr2,` by Corollary 7.4.2, and the cross terms pr2,λ ◦ pr1,λ̄ and pr1,λ ◦ pr2,λ̄ by
Theorem 7.5.1. Combining all of these ingredients and rearranging gives the
theorem.

REMARK 7.5.3. Since the results of this paper were initially announced, a
strengthened form of Theorem 7.1.3a has been proved by Giada Grossi (in
preparation); this shows that the assumption that the primes above ` are narrowly
principal when ` is split is not needed, and the assertion in fact holds for any
prime ` - NmF/Q(N) unramified in F .

8. Cyclotomic twists

Our next goal is to show that the Asai–Flach elements can be interpolated as
the twist parameter j varies. Recall that we defined

cAF [ j]m,N,a := (sm)∗cAI [ j]m,mN,a

where the map
sm : Y ∗(m,mN)→ Y ∗1 (N)× µ

◦

m,

is given by the action of (m−1 0
0 1).

8.1. Compatibility with cyclotomic twists. We now set M = pr . It is clear
that spr induces a map on the torsion sheaves HA,r =HR(A)/prHR(A).

NOTATION 8.1.1. For ? ∈ {E,A}, write from now on H k
?,r = TSymk H?,r

and Λ?,r = Λr (H?,r ). Write x? and y? for the order pr sections of H?,r over
YQ(pr , pr N ) (if ? = E), respectively over Y ∗(pr , prN) (if ? = A).

REMARK 8.1.2. The sections κ∗(xA) and κ∗(yA) agree with the images of xE and
yE under the map

H 0(YQ(pr , pr N ),HE,r ) - H 0(YQ(pr , pr N ), κ∗HA,r )

induced by the injection HE,r ↪→ κ∗HA,r .

REMARK 8.1.3. On H 0(Y ∗(pr , prN),TSym[k,k
′
]HA,r ), the map (ua)∗ = (u−a)

∗

sends x [i]A y[k−i]
A ⊗ x [l]A y[k

′
−l]

A to x [i]A y[k−i]
A ⊗ (xA − ayA)[l]y

[k′−l]
A .
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THEOREM 8.1.4. The following diagram commutes:

H 1
ét(Y (p

r , pr N ),Λ[0,0]E,r (1))
∪y⊗2 j

E - H 1
ét(Y (p

r , pr N ),Λ[ j, j]
E,r (1))

H 1
ét(Y (p

r , pr N ), ι∗Λ[ j, j]
A,r (1− j))

CG [ j]

?

H 1
ét(Y (p

r , pr N ), ι∗Λ[ j, j]
A,r (1))

(a − a) j j !

?

H 3
ét(Y

∗(pr , prN),Λ
[ j, j]
A,r (2− j))

ι∗

?

H 3
ét(Y

∗(pr , prN),Λ
[ j, j]
A,r (2))

ι∗

?

H 3
ét(Y

∗(pr , prN),Λ
[ j, j]
A,r (2− j))

(ua)∗

?

H 3
ét(Y

∗(pr , prN),Λ
[ j, j]
A,r (2))

(ua)∗

?

H 3
ét(Y1(N)× µ

◦

pr ,Λ
[ j, j]
A,r (2− j))

(spr )∗

?
∪(ζpr )⊗ j

- H 3
ét(Y1(N)× µ

◦

pr ,Λ
[ j, j]
A,r (2)).

(spr )∗

?

Proof. The proof is basically identical to the proof of [21, Theorem 6.2.4].

COROLLARY 8.1.5. We have

(a − a) j j !(1⊗mom[ j, j])
(

cAF [0]pr ,N,a,r

)
= cAF [ j]pr ,N,a,r ⊗ ζ

⊗ j
pr .

8.2. Cyclotomic twists of Asai–Flach elements. Note that for any integers
0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′) we have maps

id⊗mom[ j, j]
r : Λr ⊗Λr

- Λ[ j, j]
r ,

mom[k− j,k′− j]
r ⊗ id : Λ[ j, j]

r
- (TSym[k− j,k′− j]HA,r )⊗ (TSym[ j, j]HA,r ).

We write mom[k− j,k′− j]
r · id for the composition of mom[k− j,k′− j]

r ⊗ id with the
symmetrized tensor product map

(TSym[k− j,k′− j]HA,r )⊗ (TSym[ j, j]HA,r ) - TSym[k,k
′
]HA,r .

Denote by u the natural morphism of sheaves ΛA,r → ΛA,r ⊗ΛA,r .
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LEMMA 8.2.1. For all 0 6 j 6 k, we have the following identity of moment
maps:

(mom[k− j,k′− j]
r · id) ◦ (1⊗mom[ j, j]

r ) ◦ u =
(

k
j

)(
k ′

j

)
mom[k,k

′
]

r .

Proof. See [21, Lemma 6.3.1].

DEFINITION 8.2.2. Let e′ord := limn→∞U ′(p)n! be the ordinary idempotent
attached to U ′(p); and let ΛΓ (−j) be the Iwasawa algebra of Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q),
with Gal(Q/Q) acting by the inverse of the canonical character j, as in [21,
Notation 6.3.3].

THEOREM 8.2.3. For any prime p > 3, N an ideal with p | N, m > 1 an integer
coprime to p, and c > 1 coprime to 6pm NmF/Q(N), there is a class

cAFm,N,a ∈ H 3
ét(Y

∗

1 (N)× µ
◦

m,ΛR(HA)⊗ΛΓ (2− j))

such that

(mom[k,k
′
]
⊗mom j

Γ )(cAFm,N,a)

= (1− p j(U ′p)
−1σp)(c2

− c−(k+k′−2 j)
〈c〉σ 2

c )
e′ord(cAF [ j]m,N,a)

(a − a) j j !
(k

j

)(k′

j

) .
Proof. Analogous to the proof of [21, Theorem 6.3.3].

9. Iwasawa theory

9.1. Iwasawa cohomology classes for ordinary eigenforms. Let F be an
eigenform, with eigenvalues in some coefficient field L and weight (k+2, k ′+2,
t, t ′), with k, k ′ > 0. Let p be a prime dividing the level N, and unramified in
F/Q.

DEFINITION 9.1.1. We say that F is ordinary at p (with respect to some choice
of prime v | p of L) if its eigenvalue αp(F) for the Hecke operator U0(p) :=
p−(t+t ′)U(p) is a unit at v.

The normalization factor p−(t+t ′) corresponds to the difference between the
Hecke operators U(p) on G and U (p) on G∗, see Proposition 4.2.2.
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THEOREM 9.1.2. If F is an ordinary eigenform, then for any m > 1 coprime to
p, and any c > 1 coprime to 6pm NmF/Q(N), there exists a class

cAFF
M,a ∈ H 1

(
Z
[
µm,

1
mp NmF/Q(N)

]
,MLv (F)∗ ⊗ΛΓ (−j)

)
such that, for every 0 6 j 6 min(k, k ′) and r > 0, the image of cAFF

m,a in
H 1(Z[µmpr , 1/mp NmF/Q(N)],MLv (F)∗(− j)) is given by

(c2
− c2 j−k−k′εF (c)σ 2

c )

(a − ā) j j !
(k

j

)(k′

j

) ·


αp(F)−r AF[F , j]

ét,mpr ,a if r > 1,(
1−

p jσp

αp(F)

)
AF[F , j]

ét,m,a if r = 0.

Proof. Since F is ordinary, the projection map prF factors through the ordinary
projector e′ord of Definition 8.2.2. We can therefore apply Theorem 8.2.3, which
shows that the images of the Λ-adic Asai–Flach classes for different j under the
ordinary projector are interpolated by an Iwasawa cohomology class. We define
cAFF

m,a to be the image of this class under prF ; the defining property of the class
in Theorem 8.2.3 gives the stated interpolation formula.

This is the first part of Theorem B of the introduction.

REMARK 9.1.3. Exactly as in the Rankin–Selberg case, if the Dirichlet character
obtained by restricting εF to Ẑ× does not have conductor dividing mp∞, then
we may multiply cAFF

m,a by a suitable element of ΛΓ ⊗ Lv[Gal(Q(µm)/Q)] to
dispense with the c factors. Cf. [24, Section 6.8.1].

9.2. Local properties at p. We now turn to the second part of Theorem B,
which is a description of the localization of cAFF

m,a at p. We first need to establish
some local properties of the Galois representation MLv (F)∗ itself. We shall
deduce these from a well-known result of Wiles regarding the local properties
of the standard Galois representation ρstd

F ,v (which we abbreviate simply as ρ).

THEOREM 9.2.1 [41, Theorem 2]. Suppose F is ordinary at p. For any prime
p | p of F, the restriction of ρ to the decomposition group Dp at p is reducible,
with a one-dimensional crystalline subrepresentation ρ+p such that the linearized
FrobeniusΦ = ϕ[Fp:Qp] acts on Dcris(ρ

+

p ) as multiplication by the U(p)-eigenvalue
λp(F) of F .
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COROLLARY 9.2.2. If F is ordinary at p, then the restriction of MLv (F)∗ to the
decomposition group at p has a 3-step filtration

MLv (F)∗ = Fil0
⊃ Fil1

⊃ Fil2
⊃ Fil3

= 0

in which the graded pieces have dimensions 1, 2 and 1 respectively; and the
quotient Gr0 MLv (F)∗ = Fil0 /Fil1 is unramified, with arithmetic Frobenius
acting via αp(F).

Proof. Since we have MLv (F) ∼= ⊗-IndQ
F(ρ)(t1 + t2), the assertion concerning

MLv (F)∗ is equivalent to the assertion that⊗-IndQ
F(ρ) has a filtration with graded

pieces of dimension 1, 2, 1, and the subspace Fil2
⊗-IndQ

F(ρ) is crystalline, with
crystalline Frobenius acting as λp(F) = pt+t ′αp(F).

We first consider the case when p is split in F . Our coefficient field L is (by
definition) a subfield of C, containing the images of the two embeddings θ1, θ2 :

F ↪→ R. Hence θ−1
1 (v) is a place of F above p whose decomposition group is

identified with Dp; we denote this place by p, and its Galois conjugate by q, so that
Dq = σDpσ

−1 is a decomposition group at q. As a representation of Gal(F/F),
we have ⊗-IndQ

F(ρ)
∼= ρ ⊗ ρσ , where σ denotes some choice of lift to Gal(Q/Q)

of the nontrivial element of Gal(F/Q). By Theorem 9.2.1, the two terms in the
tensor product have one-dimensional Dp-stable subspaces ρ+p and ρ+q , which are
crystalline with ϕ-eigenvalues λp and λq respectively. Hence the tensor product
ρ+p ⊗ ρ

+

q is a one-dimensional subspace of ⊗-IndQ
F(ρ) which is Dp-stable and

crystalline, with Frobenius acting as λp(F)λq(F) = λp(F). This gives the one-
dimensional filtration step; and, similarly, the sum ρp ⊗ ρ

+

q + ρ
+

p ⊗ ρq is a three-
dimensional Dp-stable subspace.

The case of p inert is more elaborate. In this case, if p = pOF is the unique
prime above p, the decomposition group Dp is an index 2 subgroup of Dp, and we
have ⊗-IndQ

F(ρ)|Dp = ⊗-IndDp
Dp
(ρp) as representations of Dp, where ρp = ρ|Dp .

Since tensor induction is a functor (although not an additive one), one obtains
morphisms of Dp-representations

⊗-IndDp
Dp
(ρ+p ) ↪→⊗-IndDp

Dp
(ρp)

and
⊗-IndDp

Dp
(ρ)� ⊗-IndDp

Dp
(ρp/ρ

+

p )

whose composition is zero. These give the required Dp-stable filtration. Moreover,
from the explicit construction of tensor induction in Section 4.3, one checks
that the eigenvalue of ϕ on Dcris(⊗-Ind(ρ+p )) coincides with that of Φ = ϕ2 on
Dcris(ρ

+

p ), which is λp(F).

With this in hand, we can complete the proof of Theorem B:
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COROLLARY 9.2.3. The image of cAFF
m,a in H 1(Qp,Gr0 MLv (F)∗⊗ΛΓ (−j)) is

zero.

Proof. Since cAF [F , j]
mpr ,a is the image of a motivic cohomology class for 0 6 j 6

min(k, k ′) and r > 0, it must lie in the Bloch–Kato H 1
g subspace, by a theorem

of Nekovář and Nizioł [33, Theorem B]. However, an Iwasawa cohomology class
for an unramified Galois representation which is in H 1

g at every finite level must
be zero, by [21, Lemma 8.1.5].

9.3. The motivic p-adic L-function. We now assume p is split in F , and
we let p and q be the primes of F above p, with v lying above p, as in the
proof of 9.2.2. We suppose that F is ordinary at p, and we let αp and αq be
the eigenvalues of F for the operators p−tU(p) and p−t ′U(q); these are in O×L ,v,
and αp = αpαq.

For convenience we shall also assume that p ‖N, and that F is a p-stabilization
of an eigenform of level N/p. In particular, the conductor of the character ε of
F is coprime to p, so ε(p) and ε(q) are defined. We set βp = pk+1ε(p)/αp, βq =
pk′+1ε(q)/αq; then the eigenvalues of Frobenius on Dcris(MLv (F)) are{

αpαq, βpαq, αpβq, βpβq
}
.

We shall impose the following hypothesis:

• (NEZ, for ‘no exceptional zero’): None of these four quantities are powers of
p; equivalently, the local Euler factor Pp(F , X) does not vanish at p− j for any
j ∈ Z.

REMARK 9.3.1. All four quantities are p-Weil numbers of weight k+ k ′+2, and
their p-adic valuations are {0, k + 1, k ′ + 1, k + k ′ + 2}, so hypothesis (NEZ) is
automatic if k 6= k ′.

LEMMA 9.3.2. There exists a one-dimensional quotient Gr1 MLv (F)∗ � Mp

which is crystalline of Hodge–Tate weight k ′+ 1, and such that Frobenius acts on
Dcris(Mp) by (αpβq)−1.

Proof. It follows easily from the proof of Corollary 9.2.2 that in the split case
Gr1 MLv (F)∗ is isomorphic to the direct sum of two one-dimensional crystalline
representations, with crystalline Frobenius eigenvalues (αpβq)−1 and (αqβp)−1.

REMARK 9.3.3. Note that Mp is uniquely determined if and only if αpβq 6= βpαq.
In the exceptional case αpβq = βpαq (which can only occur if k = k ′), the
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graded piece Gr1 MLv (F)∗ is isomorphic to the direct sum of two copies of the
same representation, and we simply choose an arbitrary one-dimensional quotient.
(This case always occurs if F is a twist of a base change from GL2 /Q.)

DEFINITION 9.3.4. We write

LPR
: H 1(Qp,Mp ⊗ΛΓ (−j))→ Dcris(Mp)⊗Zp ΛΓ

for the Perrin–Riou big logarithm map (see [23, Definition 3.4]).

Because of hypothesis (NEZ), this map is an isomorphism of Lv ⊗Zp ΛΓ -
modules (see [21, Theorem 8.2.3 and Remark 8.2.4]). It is characterized by the
following interpolation property: for any character of Γ of the form j + η, with
j ∈ Z and η a finite-order character of conductor pr , then (after extending L if
necessary, so that η takes values in L×v ) we have a commutative diagram

H 1(Qp,Mp ⊗ΛΓ (−j)) LPR
- Dcris(Mp)⊗Zp ΛΓ

H 1(Qp,Mp(− j − η))
?

- Dcris(Mp)
?

in which the vertical arrows are given by specialization at j = j + η, and the
bottom horizontal arrow is given by

(
1−

p j

αpβq

)(
1−

αpβq

p1+ j

)−1

if r = 0(
p1+ j

αpβq

)r

G(η−1)−1 if r > 1

 ·

(−1)k′− j

(k ′ − j)!
log if j 6 k ′,

( j − k ′ − 1)! exp∗ if j > k ′.

Here G(η−1) =
∑

a∈(Z/pr Z)× η(a)
−1ζ a

pr is the Gauss sum, and log and exp∗ are the
Bloch–Kato logarithm and dual-exponential maps for the de Rham representation
Mp(− j − η). See [21, Theorem 8.2.8].

Attached to the eigenform F , we have the Asai–Flach class cAFF
1,a . The

localization of this class at p maps to zero in Gr0 MLv (F)∗, as we have seen;
so we may consider it as a class in the Iwasawa cohomology of Gr1 MLv (F)∗, and
project it to the quotient Mp.

DEFINITION 9.3.5. For any integer c > 1 coprime to 6p NmF/Q(N), we define

c L imp
p,Asai(F) = (LPR

◦ prMp
◦ locp)(cAFF

1,a) ∈ ΛΓ ⊗ Dcris(Mp),
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and

L imp
p,Asai(F) = (c2

− c2j−k−k′εF (c))−1
c L imp

p,Asai(F) ∈ FracΛΓ ⊗ Dcris(Mp)

(which is independent of c). Finally, we set

Lp,Asai(F) =
( ∏
`|NmF/Q(N)

C`(`
−1−j)−1

)
L imp
p,Asai(F) ∈ FracΛΓ ⊗ Dcris(Mp),

where C` ∈ L[X ] are the polynomials from Definition 5.1.2.

REMARK 9.3.6. (1) Note that L imp
p,Asai(F) can be viewed as a p-adic

meromorphic function on the weight space W = SpecΛΓ . Since c L imp
p,Asai(F)

is analytic, the only possible poles of L imp
p,Asai(F) are at zeroes of the

factor (c2
− c2j−k−k′εF (c)). In particular, the function L imp

p,Asai(F) is analytic
everywhere if εF |Ẑ× is nontrivial; and if εF |Ẑ× is trivial then it has at most
two poles, one at j = (k + k ′)/2+ 1 and the other at j = (k + k ′)/2+ 1+ η
where η is the nontrivial quadratic character of Γ .

(2) The definition of these L-functions still makes sense if (NEZ) is not satisfied;
in this case LPR takes values in Dcris(Mp) ⊗ I−1, where I is a certain ideal
in ΛΓ .

(3) Thus there are three possible sources of poles for the primitive L-function
Lp,Asai in general: those arising from the cancellation of the c factor,
those arising from zeroes of the polynomials C`, and those arising from
singularities of the Perrin–Riou map when (NEZ) does not hold. We expect,
nonetheless, that if F is non-CM and not a twist of a base change from
GL2 /Q, then Lp,Asai(F) should be analytic everywhere.

We formulate the following conjecture relating the p-adic and complex L-
functions:

CONJECTURE 9.3.7. Suppose k > k ′, and let j be an integer with k ′ < j 6 k.
Then Lp,Asai(F) and L imp

p,Asai(F) are analytic at j = j , and we have

Lp,Asai(F)( j) = 0⇐⇒ LAsai(F , 1+ j) = 0,

L imp
p,Asai(F)( j) = 0⇐⇒ L imp

Asai(F , 1+ j) = 0.

REMARK 9.3.8. As we have emphasized in the introduction, we cannot prove
this conjecture, so we cannot rule out the possibility that L imp

p,Asai(F) is identically
zero.
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9.4. Big image results. Let F be any Hilbert modular eigenform for F , of
level U1(N) for some N, and weight (k + 2, k ′ + 2, t, t ′) with k, k ′ > 0. (We do
not assume in this section that F be ordinary, that p | N, or that p be split in F .)

DEFINITION 9.4.1. We say that F satisfies condition (BI) (for ‘big image’) at v
if the following two statements hold for some (or, equivalently, any) Gal(Q/Q)-
stable OL ,v-lattice T in ρAsai

F ,v :

(i) T ⊗ kv is an irreducible kv[Gal(Q/Q(µp∞))]-module, where kv is the residue
field of OL ,v.

(ii) There exists τ ∈ Gal(Q/Q(µp∞)), lifting the nontrivial element σ ∈
Gal(F/Q), such that T/(τ − 1)T is free of rank 1 over OL ,v.

This is a slight strengthening of Hyp(K∞, T ) of [34], with the field K∞ in
op.cit. taken to be Q(µp∞). (Our condition on τ is slightly more restrictive, since
we also require τ to act nontrivially on F .)

In the remainder of this section, we shall give some criteria which imply that
condition (BI) is satisfied for a plentiful supply of primes v. As the isomorphism
class of ρAsai

F ,v depends only on the newform associated to F , we may assume
without loss of generality that F is itself a newform. We impose the following
hypotheses on F :

(1) F is not of CM type;

(2) F is not a twist of a base change from GL2 /Q.

THEOREM 9.4.2 (Lapid–Rogawski). Let σ be the nontrivial element of
Gal(F/Q), and let Fσ be the internal conjugate of F (the unique newform
whose T (n)-eigenvalue is λ(nσ ) for all n). Then there is no Hecke character κ
such that Fσ

= F ⊗ κ .

Proof. This is a special case of the main theorem of [22].

We have defined above Galois representations ρAsai
F ,v and ρstd

F ,v, for every prime
v of L , which are unique up to conjugation in GL2(Lv). After conjugating
appropriately, we can and do assume that the images of these representations lie
in GL2(OL ,v).

PROPOSITION 9.4.3. The representation ρAsai
F ,v is absolutely irreducible, and

remains so as a representation of G Fab , for all primes v of L. For all but finitely
many v this remains true after reduction modulo v.
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Proof. The characteristic 0 statement, for all v, follows from [32, Remark 5.21];
so let us prove the statement regarding reduction modulo v for almost all v.

We first consider the case where F is not only not twist-equivalent to Fσ ,
but is not twist-equivalent to any Galois conjugate of Fσ . Then we may apply
[27, Theorem 3.4.1] to F and Fσ . The theorem is stated in op.cit. for elliptic
modular forms, but it applies also to Hilbert modular forms (as noted in Remark
2.3.2 of op.cit.). This shows that there is a subfield K of L such that for all
but finitely many v, the image of G Fab under ρstd

F ,v × ρstd
Fσ ,v is conjugate to

SL2(OK ,u) × SL2(OK ,u), where u is the prime of K below v. Hence the tensor
product of these two representations is irreducible mod v as a representation of
G Fab , and this coincides with the restriction of ρAsai

F ,v .
We now consider the case where F is Galois-conjugate to a twist of Fσ , but not

equal to a twist of Fσ . In this case, the same argument shows that for almost all v,
either the image of G Fab under ρstd

F ,v×ρ
std
Fσ ,v is conjugate to SL2(OK ,u)×SL2(OK ,u),

or [Ku : Qp] > 1 and the image of G Fab is conjugate to the image of SL2(OK ,u)

under a map of the form (id, α) for some α ∈ Gal(Ku/Qp). Finally, α cannot be
the identity, since otherwise F would be twist-equivalent to Fσ . If v is not one of
the finitely many primes ramifying in L/Q, it follows that α acts nontrivially on
the residue field ku of Ku . Since the tensor product of the standard representation
of SL2(ku) and its conjugate by α is irreducible (a simple case of the classification
of irreducible representations of SL2 of a finite field in defining characteristic [6,
Section 30]), we are done.

THEOREM 9.4.4. Suppose there is at least one ramified prime of F which does
not divide the level of F .

If F is not Galois-conjugate to any twist of Fσ , then Condition (BI) is satisfied
at all but finitely many primes v of L. If F is Galois-conjugate to a twist of Fσ ,
then Condition (BI) is satisfied at all but finitely many degree 1 primes v of L.

The proof of Theorem 9.4.4 will take several steps. We assume without loss of
generality that L is the smallest extension of Q containing the Hecke eigenvalues
of F .

DEFINITION 9.4.5 (See [31, Section B.3]). An inner twist of F is a pair
(α, χ), where α is an embedding L ↪→ Q and χ is a finite-order Q-valued Hecke
character of F , such that α(F) = F ⊗ χ .

One knows that if (α, χ) is an inner twist, then α(L) = L and χ takes
values in L; since F is non-CM-type, χ is uniquely determined by α, and the
α ∈ Aut(L/Q) which give inner twists are precisely those which are trivial on the
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subfield K ⊆ L generated by the quotients λp(F)2/ε(p), as p ranges over primes
of F . Moreover, for all inner twists (α, χ), the character χ is unramified outside
the primes dividing the level of F .

Note that (α, χ)→ (α, χσ ) gives a bijection between the inner twists of F and
those of Fσ .

LEMMA 9.4.6. Suppose there is at least one ramified prime of F which does not
divide the level of F .

Then, for all but finitely many primes p, there exists τ ∈ GQ − G F such that
τ acts trivially on Q(µp∞), and for any inner twist (α, χ) of F or Fσ , we have
χ(τ 2) = 1.

Proof. By assumption, there is some prime ` | D which is coprime to the level
of F , and hence coprime to the conductors of all of the Dirichlet characters χ |Ẑ×
where (α, χ) varies over the inner twists of F or Fσ . Therefore, we may find
primes q which are quadratic nonresidues modulo D and such that χ(q) = 1 for
all such q .

Let F ′ be the finite abelian extension of F cut out by all of the characters χ and
χσ . Then F ′/Q is Galois, and if τ0 is the conjugacy class of any q as above, we
have τ 2

0 = 1 in Gal(F ′/F).
If p is not one of the finitely many primes ramifying in F ′/Q, then F ′ is linearly

disjoint from Q(µp∞) over Q (since one field is unramified at p and the other
totally ramified). So we may find τ ∈ GQ which acts trivially on the cyclotomic
field and as τ0 on F ′, and this τ satisfies the conditions.

COROLLARY 9.4.7. In the setting of the previous lemma, if F is not Galois-
conjugate to a twist of Fσ , then for all but finitely many primes v of L we have

SL2(OK ,u) ⊆ {ρ(τ
2) : τ ∈ GQ(µp∞ ), τ /∈ G F},

where ρ = ρstd
F ,v and u is the prime of K below v. If F is Galois-conjugate to

some twist of Fσ , then this holds for all but finitely many v of degree 1.

Proof. Let τ be any element as in the previous lemma. Then ρ(τ 2) lies in
SL2(OK ,w), since τ 2 is in the kernel of all the inner twists of F and of the
cyclotomic character.

However, if τ satisfies the conclusions of the lemma, so does γ τ for any γ ∈
G Fab ; and replacing τ by γ τ replaces ρ(τ 2) by ρ(γ )ρ(τ 2)ρ(τ−1γ τ).

If F is not Galois-conjugate to any twist of Fσ , then (as we have seen in the
proof of Proposition 9.4.3) as γ varies over G Fab , the pair (ρ(γ ), ρ(τ−1γ τ)) hits
every element of SL2(OK ,u)×SL2(OK ,u), so in particular ρ((γ τ)2) can take every
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value in SL2(OK ,u). The same holds if F is Galois-conjugate to some twist of Fσ ,
as long as the automorphism of K mapping F to a twist of Fσ is not contained in
the decomposition group of u; in particular this holds if Ku = Qp as claimed.

PROPOSITION 9.4.8. If p 6= 2, and τ ∈ GQ is such that τ /∈ G F and ρstd
F ,v(τ

2) is
conjugate in GL2(OL ,v) to (1 1

0 1), then the quotient O⊕4
L ,v/(ρ

Asai
F ,v (τ ) − 1) is free of

rank 1 over OL ,v.

Proof. If we fix a basis (v1, v2) of the underlying space of ρstd
F ,v in which τ 2 acts

as (1 1
0 1), then (v1 ⊗ v1, v2 ⊗ v1, v1 ⊗ v2, v2 ⊗ v2) is a basis of ρAsai

F ,v and the matrix

of τ in this basis is
(

1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1

)
. The Jordan normal form of this matrix is

(
1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

)
,

and one can check that the similarity transformation relating these matrices lies
in GL4(Zp) for any p 6= 2. So the space of coinvariants of ρAsai

F ,v (τ ) is free of rank
1 as required.

This completes the proof of Theorem 9.4.4.

9.5. Bounding Selmer groups. We shall now give the proof of Theorem C
of the introduction. For the convenience of the reader, we shall recall the list of
hypotheses we are imposing.

• F is an eigenform of level N, with coefficients in a number field L ⊃ F and
weight (k + 2, k ′ + 2, t, t ′), where k, k ′ > 0.

• p is a rational prime, with p = pq split in F and p ‖N.

• v is a prime of L above p.

• F is ordinary at p (with respect to v), and is the p-stabilization of an eigenform
of level N/p.

• The hypotheses (NEZ) of Section 9.3 and (BI) of Section 9.4 hold.

• p > k + k ′ + 3.

We also fix a choice of one-dimensional subquotient Mp of MLv (F)∗ as in
Lemma 9.3.2, and a basis Ωp of the one-dimensional Lv-vector space Dcris(Mp).
Finally, we choose an integer c > 1 coprime to 6p NmF/Q(N).

Let R = OL ,v. We let MR(F)∗ be the R-submodule of MLv (F)∗ generated by
the image of H 2(Y ∗1 (N)Q,TSym[k,k

′
]HR(A)(2)); this is nonzero (by comparison
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with de Rham cohomology) and stable under Gal(Q/Q), and hence must be a
lattice of full rank, since we have shown that MLv (F)∗ is irreducible.

LEMMA 9.5.1. For every finite extension K/Q, every finite set of primes S
containing all primes dividing p NmF/Q(N), and every j ∈ Z, the projection map

prF : H 3(Y ∗1 (N)OK ,S ,TSym[k,k
′
]HR(A)(2− j))→ H 1(OK ,S,MLv (F)∗(− j))

factors through H 1(OK ,S,MR(F)∗(− j)).

Proof. Let m denote the maximal ideal of the Hecke algebra of level U1(N) (with
R coefficients) corresponding to F . Our conditions on v imply that m satisfies the
condition (LIInd ρ) of [12] (this is where p > k + k ′ + 3 is used); so by Theorem
0.3(ii) of op.cit., the localization of the cohomology of Y1(N) at m vanishes
outside the middle degree. Thus the projection map prF is defined over R.

We now define an appropriate Selmer group. We define A = MR(F)(1) ⊗
Qp/Zp; and we let Filp A be the submodule of A (of corank 2) dual to the kernel
of Fil1 MR(F)∗→ Mp.

DEFINITION 9.5.2. We set

Sel(p)(Q(µp∞), A) =
{

x ∈ H 1(Q(µp∞),F) : loc`(x) = 0 for ` 6= p,
locp(x) ∈ image H 1(Qp(µp∞),Filp A)

}
and

X (p)(Q(µp∞),F) = Sel(p)(Q(µp∞),F)∨

(where ∨ denotes Pontryagin dual).

THEOREM 9.5.3 (Theorem C). There exists an integer n such that

charΛΓ X (p)(Q(µp∞), A)
∣∣∣∣ pn

c L imp
p,Asai(F)
Ωp

.

Proof. This follows by exactly the same Euler system argument as in [21,
Theorem 11.6.4]. (Note that the Euler system norm relations are only used for
primes ` whose Frobenii act on MLv (F)∗ as a conjugate of τ ; all such primes `
are necessarily inert in F , because τ maps to σ in Gal(F/Q). Hence the fact that
we have not established the norm relations for all primes split in F does not cause
any trouble here.)
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